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Test anxiety depends on a course. If a course is
unfamiliar to a student, there is more test anxiety.''

-\k'l LOW: 53

Anxiety
On-campus services
help students fight
effects of test anxiety
■ BG football team
faces archrival Toledo
on Saturday.

■ Falcon hockey team
hosts Northeastern on Friday and Saturday.
■ Women's soccer team
faces crucial weekend.

■ Sound Parade features reviews of new
albums by Cake, lisahall
and Depeche Mode.

■ Those That Play the
Clowns features a mostly-freshman cast and
crew.

■ James Eldred looks at
synchronicity between
music and films.
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QUOTE
"Sandwich every bit
of criticism between
two layers of praise."
God's Little Instruction
Book II

WEBSITE
Visit our new website for
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:

By MELISSA NAYM1K
The BG News
Imagine this situation: a student has attended class, took
good lecture notes and studied
for his or her midterm, yet,
when the test is put on the desk,
they go blank.
The condition just described
is called "test anxiety" and it
affects 25 to 30 of the 300 anxiety-tested students here at the
University, said Rob Cunningham, associate director of affirmative action and disability
resources.
"Test anxiety is part of a larger diagnosis, such as a psychological diagnosis," Cunningham said.
Even though some students
think test anxiety is a disability,
it is not, Cunningham said.
Claudia Clark, clinical psychologist at the counseling center, agreed with Cunningham
that it is a variance of another
psychological problem, such as
social anxiety.
Clark said that often times a
student feels that they have to
make or break an exam. And if
they fail it, they feel like they
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If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

J The University is
hosting talks for the
second official MacArturos reunion.
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are going to
fail out of
school
and
are worried
how everyone
else will view
Ihem.
"Test anxiety is a much
more
common
problem," Clark
said. "Twenty
percent of students
who
have it, have Ktaig Kristof mentors students studying organic
it seriously
because it affects their GPA. A Bobby Knight, head coach of
student who may have a 4.0, men's basketball at Indiana
gets a 3.0 because of test anxi- University, reading, "The will
to win is not nearly so imporety."
tant as the will to prepare."
There are places where a stuAccording to Joyce Blinn, readdent can go on campus lo overcome lest anxiety. For those stu- ing specialist at the study skills
lab, this sign means that before
dents who need help with math
a student gets to the "court" or
or writing, they can visit the
testing place, they should premath or writing lab. In addition
pare for the test.
to these skills, for students who
In addition lo the banner,
need help studying, there is the
there are posters hanging on
study skills lab.
The classroom where the the walls telling students "10
steps to better test-taking" and
study skills lab is located has a
banner with a quote from "Six types of test-taking
errors." All of these are positive
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chemistry on Wednesday,
reinforcements for a student
who walks into the study skills
lab.
Test anxiety is most prevalent in high school because of
the structure of the courses,
Blinn said. However, test anxiety continues at the college
level because tests become
more difficult and students
experience anxiety more.
"Test anxiety depends on a
course," Blinn said. "If a course
is unfamiliar to the student.
i See TEST, page six.

Program brings grads to new level
□ GradSTEP helps
new graduate students
hone their teaching
abilities and develop
professional skills.
By IVY CHIN
The BG News
The University's GradSTEP
program aims to enable all graduate students to reach a higher
level of teaching competence,
personal and academic proficiency, and research capabilities.
Formerly known as Graduate
College Professional Development Program, GCPDP is now
known as Graduate Student
Enhancement Program, GradSTEP.
Jasmine Renner, coordinator
of the GradSTEP program and a
current graduate student who

"GradSTEP is set up to help
incoming graduate assistants to
develop skills in research capabilities, professional and personal development," Melkote said.
The Summer Program is held
Srinivas Melkote during the week before the fall
semester begins in August.
director of GradSTEP and dean oflbe (iratuate College
Graduate students attend 11
According to the director of hours of seminars during each
also attended the program, says
that GradSTEP provides good the GradSTEP program and morning of the week. In the
and intensive information that associate dean of the Graduate afternoons, they participate in
allows students to become pro- C ollege, Srinivas Melkote, all the activities and department
fessionals in their field.
graduate students who receive programs that are geared
"The sessions were very infor- graduate assistantships are toward them.
During the morning sessions
mative and provided in-depth required to participate in a
knowledge," Renner said. "It is a week-long Summer Program. of the Summer Program, semiHowever, this program is open nars are geared toward leadervery good venture."
She especially liked the multi- to everyone including other ship development. In the aftercultural diversity programs graduate students, faculty and noon, students will be with their
individual departments, familbecause she learned about cul- staff members.
Those graduate students who iarizing themselves with the
tural dynamics and differences.
GradSTEP offers two main cannot attend the Summer Pro- environment and meeting with
programs, the Summer Program gram need to enroll in the Ongo- the faculty members and staff.
and the Ongoing Program ing Program which is offered in This is the professional developwhich runs during the school the fall and spring semesters,
Melkote explained.
• See GRAD, page six.
year.

"GradSTEP is set up to help incoming
graduate assistants to develop skills in
research capabilities, professional and
personal development."

By TONY CAVALLIARO
The BG News
This year, the MacArturos, a
rare coalition of writers, artists
and community activists, are
reuniting in Northwest Ohio.
The name MacArturos,
coined by poet-novelist and
MacArthur Fellow Sandra Cisneros, identifies the Latino
MacArthur Fellows — a dozen
Latinos who have received fellowships from the Catherine T.
and John D. MacArthur Foundation, awards commonly called
"genius grants." Bowling Green
is hosting talks and performances for this second official
reunion, titled "Latinos in the
Heartland."
The coalition formed in
Chicago amidst a reunion of
some 400 MacArthur fellows.
"We were around a dinner
table when me and Cisneros and
the others said that we ought to
have our own reunion, to see
what we can do to help encourage and lend power to struggling artists and activists," said
Baldemar Velasquez, a lifelong
labor organizer in the Toledo
area and winner of a 1989
MacArthur grant.
"We explored the idea in San
Antonio, we were able to reach a
lot of people and said 'let's do
this again.' So I invited them to
Toledo," he said.
Velasquez said that the
MacArturos pledged to "lend
each other our names, appearance and presence if someone is
willing to put it together."
Seven of the MacArturos,
including Baldemar Velasquez,
Sandra Cisneros and performance artist Guillermo GomezPena, will come together in a
panel, at 2 p.m. Friday in the
Community Suite of the Student
Union.
"Each fellow will have
around 10 minutes to perform or
speak of 'Myths and Realities
about the Latino Experience'"
said Kathy Farber, the committee chairwoman of BGSU's Partnership for Community Action.
"These fellows don't just bring
their accomplishments, but
experiences, too. They bring
their stories," said Farber. "This
is once in a lifetime."
Farber and Velasquez both
• See MACARTUROS, page six.

Life flight inaugurates
Health Resource Center
-1 A life flight helicopter
" *
flew OVer the grand

He
said students can hopefully draw relations between their courses and career
aspirations They also hope to enhance

opening of the new Health

|he]^ngdlenv'ronmcnl

Science Resource Center.

The life night helicopter was used as a •
learning tool. Students and community j
members were able to board the life flight
helicopter and view its facilities.
"It was small, with several seats for he
crew, an area In the middle for the
patient, and equipment on the walls." said
senior nursing major Chris Glasscock.
There was also an ambulance available
for viewing.
According to Glasscock. the helicopter
landed and the crew got off and answered
questions presented by the crowd. Questions Included the requirements and
demands of their position and their reasons for becoming part of the crew.
"It was very beneficial for students who
are interested in nursing and medicine."
Glasscock said.

By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
WWW.

Joyce Blinn
reading specialist

Scholars
speak on
Latino
issues

The BG News
Loud noises and gusting winds from a
life flight helicopter almost blew the University community away as they gathered
to celebrate the grand opening of the
Health Science Resource Center.
The center is a new addition to Dunbar
Hall's Learning Health Sciences Residential Community. The center offers
resources for students who are Interested
In health-related fields. They also offer
tutors, mentors and a computer lab.
Bob Harr. director of the center, said
the center hopes to foster a more productive learning environment for students
and keep students academically focused.

and makf

"learn'

I See LIFE FLIGHT, page six.
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The Lifeflight Helicopter landed in the Rugby field Wednesday evening.
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Society should critically examine faith
This weekend, I received a
magazine that was about
prophecy and the end of the
world. It said that the End-Time
is near, and that we should all
read our Bibles daily. The magazine maintained that Jesus was
coming to punish his enemies
and that Armageddon is upon
us.
I want to bring these ideas to
the table because 1 will not allow
ignorance of this magnitude to
pass unchecked in my community. A thousand years ago people
in France also thought the end
was coming. They gave all their
land to the Church and never got
it back. How angry were they
when they realized that prophecies were just metaphors?
The main problem with
myths is that people don't know
how to read them. All words are
symbols that connote to something. The word "tree" is a symbol, but the symbol is not the
actual tree. Most people perceive the word to be the thing it
connotes to, but this isn't so.
The problem with the word
"God" is that it's a metaphor connoting something beyond all categories of thought. In Joseph
Campbell's words, "Even the categories of being and non-being
are categories of thought. So the
word transcendent is literally
transcendent of all knowledge."

Some believe the word "God" to
be what it is connotative of. It's
a literary problem of misreading
poetry for prose. The question,
"Does God exist?" really has no
meaning if you understand the
limits of language.
What are the people sending
out these magazines selling?
They're selling fear but I'm not
buying. I'm not buying because
I pay attention to the world
around me. I see horrific acts of
violence, but I also see an amazing capacity for compassion and
good will. Without a complete
understanding of fear and
hatred, peace will never be recognized. It's not enough to point
out your enemy, damn them,
and pray for a god to destroy
them. That's childish and asinine!
These people would have us
believe that the future is not in
our hands. They want us to fear

something created by thought.
Any deity who punishes is false.
Any god that damns and condemns is just another idol, worshipped by the weak-minded.
How dare they attribute human
ignorance to divine inspiration!
These people have perverted the
teaching of Christ into some
pathetic, tribalistic war-game
where everyone loses.
The Bible is a wonderful book,
full of educational stories and
some of the most beautiful poetry ever written. My main problem with the Bible is that the
ending sucks and needs to be
edited out. What are we talking
about here, the annihilation of
our entire species? St. John ate
some bad mushrooms, went into
a cave tripping and suddenly my
world's gonna end? Come on, I
know we're smarter than that!
The Bible is a book. It's a very
old book, with very old ideas.
Like all history, it's constantly
been revised. It did not fall out
of the sky as a first draft. If we're
going to use the Bible as the standard for living, shouldn't we tear
out the chapter that deals with
the imminent destruction of our
civilization and start over?
We can write a new chapter
called, "HUMAN BEINGS THAT
NO LONGER FEAR EACH
OTHER." And the new golden
rule would be, "keep your bad

trips to yourself!"
When did we start basing our
lives on the insane ranting of
ascetics in caves? You mean to
tell me with all the great wisdom
of the world about living in a
community of peace with each
other, we're going to choose the
one with no hope, that's full of
fear and hatred? Come on people, stand up and question these
things! Because if you don't then
someday you're going to wake
up and find out that you let this
madness happen because you
lacked the energy to stop it!
Be aware of your environment. Be aware of what's talking
when people say things. Is it
fear and ignorance speaking? Or
is it wisdom and a deep-rooted
passion to live in a world free of
conflict? Pay attention to each
other and communicate what
you see.
In the song "Rat Race," Bob
Marley says, "In the abundance
of water, only the fool is thirsty."
Comments for Josh Minion can
be sent to jminton@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

LETTERS
I'd like to comment on the Letter to the Editor
in the newspaper for Wednesday, October 14. In
the letter Scott Baber wrote against homosexuality. Frankly, I am surprised that someone wrote
something like that. I agree with him in many
respects. Though I am not Baptist, I am Catholic,
and the Catholic Church teaches that homosexual
practices are wrong. Before I go any further,
though, what I am about to say is not necessarily
what the Catholic Church teaches, but I do try to
adhere as closely as possible to the teachings of
the Catholic Church. Thus, many things that I
will say are what the Catholic Church says.
Two and a half years ago I gave a speech that
was very similar to Scott's letter, and the response
was less than positive. Thus, I wish to commend
Scott on the courage he had to write his letter.
I too am ashamed that people sit back and say
things like "what a man does in his own bedroom
is his business" with respect to the deplorable
practice of homosexuality. The purpose of government is not to guarantee the right for its citizens to do anything they want; it is to protect the
well-being of its citizens, physically, mentally,
emotionally and spiritually. God created governments to take on this task. At thefounding of our
country, and even before that when the Pilgrims
and Puritans arrived in New England, they based
their government and theirsociety on religious
principles. They guaranteed the freedom OF religion and not FROM religion.
When the Republican Congress of the Reconstruction Era wrote and passed the 14th Amendment and 3/4 of the states at the time ratified it,
they did so to protect the well-being of the citizens. They did not include sexual orientation,
and though I do not know the deplorable reasoning, not giving open or practicing homosexuals
rights is a positive thing. It may convince them
that their ways are wrong and that the government does not endorse it. I do not strictly agree

with it because I think all citizens should have the
same rights, but at the same time, I believe that
the government should do whatever it needs to
do within humane means to convince practicing
and open homosexuals that what they are doing
is wrong. This including restricting the right to
vote, to a fair trial, to discrimination based on sexual orientation, to a work environment free of sexual harassment, to protection from the police, to
marriage unless to a member of the opposite sex,
and to adoption. I do believe that there should be
hate crime laws that include homosexuals, but I
believe that laws such as those should come after
homosexuals admit that their practices are wrong
and start to seek treatment for their disorder.
Further, I believe that every heterosexual
should help homosexuals realize they need to
abandon their ways, not by murder, beating, and
other personal crimes from hate, but by compassion and counsel. These things are what we need
to do to eradicate the practice of homosexuality.
Unfortunately, though, our society and even
some moderate and conservative Republicans
ignore the problem of the practice of homosexuality. The first thing I thought when I saw that "gay"
VISION sign in front of the union was "I'd love to
see that thing torched," but I did not burn it, and
I will not bum it because that itself would be sin.
However, VISION may not have done that if
homosexuals either had realized that their practices are wrong or were intimidated to do that.
The tolerance of homosexuality has gone way loo
far, and the progress that homosexuals have made
needs to be reversed. We need to end their
stronghold on our society's and our government's
view of their practices!
Brian S. Shulerl
USG At-Large Senator I
Senior I
Math and Political Science Education!

DONT WAIT ANOTHER DAY!
Cast your vote in the Cola war at

www.bgnews.com

Polls close on SUNDAY!

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Do you suffer from test anxiety?

ri

Shane Tisdale

Senior
Secondary Education
"No — I have a test
tomorrow and I'm watching TV — no big deal."

,T

Perry Kraft
Senior
Business
"Sometimes it makes me
sick."

l«

Matt Rife
Senior
Biology
"I'm completely calm
before a test. They don't
bother me at all."

Vickie Petto
Senior
Diatetics
"I get nervous right before
I take the test because I
feel I'm unprepared."

Anna Connors
Senior
Popular Culture
"I stay up the whole
night before studying."

Copyright © 1998, The BG
News, Bowling Green, Ohio.
Reprinting of any material from
this publication without the permission or The BG News Is
strictly prohibited. The BG
News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and Is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester. Opinions
expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body,
faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned
editorials are the opinion ofthe
Fall 1998 BG News staff. The
BG News encourages its readers
to notify the paper of any errors
In stories or photograph
descriptions. Decisions made by
the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final
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OLUMN Ff
Hove a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Dear BG News:
My father and grandfather
are alcoholics. I keep telling
my mom it won't happen to
me but she worries. How
can I get her to stop?
Not an Addict, Thurstin
Dear Not an Addict:
Mom is right to worry, but
the choice is all yours. Children of alcoholics are 2-4
times more likely to develop
a problem with alcohol than
a person without alcoholism
in the family Knowing this
information, it's important to
follow moderate drinking
guidelines: no more than 1
measured drink per day for
women, 2 for men, and
preferably less than 4 times a
week. Alcoholism can be a
problem for anyone that
drinks too much, too often. It
can happen to anyone, especially those that drink to get
drunk.

Dear BG News:
Where can I obtain contraception?
Mr. Safety, Founders
Dear Mr. Safety:
Prescription contraception
such as birth control pills,
Depo-Provera, and
diaphragms need to be
obtained by your healthcare
provider. Your healthcare
provider could be the BGSU
Student Health Service, your
family physician, or Planned
Parenthood. The nonprescriptive contraception such as
foam, female condoms, other
spermicides or male condoms
can be obtained at the Student Health Service pharmacy, a local pharmacy, or
Planned Parenthood. Condoms are also available in
vending machines in some
residence halls.
Dear BG News:

How often do I need to do a

w

30

self-breast exam?
Concerned, Scott Hamilton

31
34

Dear Concerned:
A breast self exam should be
administered at least once a
month.

36
37
38
42

Dear BG News:
I have high cholesterol.
What can I do to lower it?
Worried, Prout

46
47
49
50
52
53

Dear Worried:
A diet that is low in total fat,
as well as low in both saturated fat and cholesterol, will
help lower the total number.
Some suggestions for applying this recommendation
include: adding spices and
herbs in place of high-fat
sauces and flavorings to
meat, vegetables, poultry,
and fish; use low-fat versions
of salad dressing, mayonnaise and dairy products;
and trimming fat off meats or
buying them lean.
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Upcoming
:vents

"Upcoming Events" ia a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web
pace. The calendar or events on the web page haa a more complete listing or events and
can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Friday, 10/16/98

the festival
"Diwali."

Staff Esteem Builders: Easy
Ways to Encourage Others (8
- 10 a.m.)
2 College Park, BGSU. Learn
ways to increase your staff's confidence and self-esteem. Fee $40.
For more information or to register call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs at 419/372-8181.
Ticket Sales for "Diwall" (9
a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Education steps. The India Student Association is selling tickets
for their cultural celebration of

of

lights

hours, ending at 10 a.m. on Oct.
17.

called

Women's Tennis at MAC Individual Tournament (9 a.m.)
Kalamazoo, Mich.

UAO Rose Sale (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Hybridity. Culture and the
Fourth World (9:30 - 11 a.m.)
217 Shatzel Hall. Guillermo
Gomez-Pena
an
Roberto
Sifuentes conduct and interactive discussion. Part of the Latino
MacArthur Fellows Reunion.
Free and open to the public.

The Vulnerable Observer:
Stories that Break Your
Heart (10:30 - 11:30 a.m.)
Ohio Suite, Student Union.
Ruth Behar, anthropology professor at U of Michigan, presenting. Part of
the Latino
MacArthur Fellows Reunion.
Free and open to the public.

Trampoline A-Thon (10 a.m.)
South of Eppler. The Women's
Chorus will be jumping for 24

Dry Dock's Test Tour Knowledge (11 a.m.)

Student Union Foyer. Dry Dock
presents "Test Your Knowledge".
A trivia-type event to lest BGSU
students' awareness of the dangers of alcohol and the deaths it
has caused in recent years
throughout the United States.
Prizes will be given to those who
answer correctly and whose
name is drawn.
Public Skating (12:15 - 2:30
p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate.

Mango Street and After
(12:30 - 1:45 p.m.)
Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. A Conversation with

Sandra Cisneros, author of
Woman Hollering Creek and
Other Stories, as well as four volumes of poetry. Part of the Latino
MacArthur Fellows Reunion.
Free and open to the public.

Free and open to the public.
Men's Soccer Hosts E. Mich.
(3 p.m.)
Cochrane Field. Falcons vs. the
Eagles.
Men's Cross Country at Central Collegiate Championships (4 p.m.)

Latinos in the Heartland (2 •
4 p.m.)
Community Suite, Student
Union. Communications about
the Myths and Realities of the
Latino Experience with Ruth
Behar,
Ernesto Cortes Jr.,
Guillermo Gomez-Pena, Hugo
Morales, Roberto Sifuentes,
Maria Varela and Baldemar
Velasquez. Part of the Latino
MacArthur Fellows Reunion.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Women's Soccer at Marshall
(5 p.m.)
Huntington, W.Va.
Jim Gill in Concert (7 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore:
Musical Arts Center.
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Eye on Shepard raped before fatal beating
news

piled from etaff and wire reports

■ELECTIONS I
Governor candidates will debate
COLUMBUS (AP) — Candidates for governor will debate at least
three times in the campaign's last two weeks, according to agreements announced Wednesday.
j Debates will take place in Cleveland, Columbus and Toledo.
Democratic nominee Lee Fisher, and Republican Bob Taft will join
John R. Mitchel, the Reform Party candidate and Zanna Feitler, an
independent candidate representing the Natural Law Party.
• The debates will take place Oct. 22 in Toledo, Oct. 28 in Columbus
aid Oct. 30 in Cleveland.
I Fisher had insisted on one-on-one debates with Taft. He
announced Wednesday that he had changed his mind, saying a fourway debate was better than none at all.
'. Taft said he would debate Fisher as long as the other two candidates were present

I RABBI I

Rabbi accused of smuggling drugs
• ALBANY, NY. (AP) — A 73-year-old rabbi who serves as chaplain for
flew York state penitentiaries has been accused of smuggling drugs to
Inmates.
. Eli Gottesman. who lives In Ogdensburg. Is scheduled to appear today
in a U.S. federal court in Albany for a bail hearing.
• He was arrested Oct. 7 at a federal medium-security prison in Ray
Brook, where he has been a chaplain on contract since June 1991.
Authorities say they found the Orthodox rabbi in possession of a large
rjottle of shampoo containing sealed balloons of cocaine and marijuana.
'. Gottesman had been under investigation for the past several months
tjy prison officials, the U.S. Justice Department, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and state police, said Michael Lamitie. executive assistant
to the warden at Ray Brook prison.

■PREGNANCYHHHMHHHBHHnBHBHi.-H
Teen pregnancy rate dropping
NEW YORK (API — The pregnancy rate among U.S. teen-agers hit a
20-yrar low in 1995 and the abortion rate also dropped during the first
half of the decade, according to a study released Thursday
; The authors concluded that more teens are using contraceptives or
abstaining from sex. echoing a 1995 government study
"A lot of the messages that have been put out about the importance of
delaying sexual activity ... seem to be having an effect." said Susan Tew.
a spokeswoman for the Alan Guttmacher Institute, which released the
report.
■ "More teens seem to be delaying sexual activity ... and among those
teens who are sexually active there appears to be better contraceptive
use," she said.
One hundred and one of every 1.000 females between ages 15 and 19
was pregnant in 1995. the most recent year for which data was available,
the study found.

□ Shepard told his
friends he had been
raped two months ago
by men in Yellowstone
National Park.
The Associated Press
LARAMIE, Wyo. — The gay
college student who was beaten
to death reportedly told police
he was raped by three men near
Yellowstone National Park two
months ago.
Matthew
Shepard
later
dropped the complaint, saying
alcohol had impaired his memory. Authorities said Shepard was
actually knocked out by a bartender angered by his advances.
Shepard, a 21-year-old University of Wyoming student,
died Monday after he was pistolwhipped and left tied to a fence
outside Laramie last week.
Police say robbery was the
main motive for the attack, but
Shepard was singled out in part
because he was gay. Four people
have been charged in the slaying, two of them with firstdegree murder.
The slaying has been condemned by people across the
country, including President
Clinton, and renewed calls for
anti-hate legislation to protect
homosexuals. Il also has sparked
some outbursts of anti-gay
hatred.
Shepard told friends he had

been beaten twice in recent
months, attacks he attributed to
his homosexuality. One of those
attacks occurred Aug. 18, The
Cody
Enterprise
reported
Wednesday.
According to a Park County
sheriff's report, Shepard was in
Cody with his parents and
younger brother on their way to
Yellowstone.
He contacted
police the morning of Aug. 19 to
report the alleged rape.
Deputy Scott Steward told the
weekly newspaper that tests
done on Shepard at West Park
Hospital showed no signs of sexual assault. He said Shepard's
only visible injury was a bloody
Up.
Shepard decided to drop the
complaint because he could not
remember details of the incident
because of the amount of alcohol
he had consumed, the report
said.
Steward's
investigation
showed that Shepard had been
at a bar and was punched out by
a bartender after the student
made an unwanted advance.
"He kept asking the perpetrator to go for a walk and when he
put his hand on the perpetrator's arm and asked him to go
around to the back of the car, the
perpetrator hit him in the jaw,"
Steward said.
The bartender, Cris Hoogerhyde, said he knocked Shepard
unconscious for a couple minutes with the second of two
punches.

I GUILTY I
Woman found guilty for injury to a child
ABILENE. Texas (AP) — A prosecutor asked jurors today to send a
message by sentencing a woman to life in prison for failing to protect her
children during an attack by her ex-boyfriend.
Schwana Patterson. 37. of Granbury was found guilty Wednesday on
two counts of injury to a child by omission In connection with the April
1997 attack. Her daughter Sarah. 11. died, and her son Cody. 7. was
severely beaten.
This screams for a life sentence," Hood County District Attorney
Richard Hattox told the Jury.
Delense attorneys asked for a sentence of five to 10 years of probation, saying Ms Patterson has been punished enough.
Five witnesses testified on Ms Patterson's bchall. Her 19-year-old
daughter. Rebecca, said a prison term would deprive her and her brother A.J. of their mother
Jurors returned the guilty verdict Wednesday after 3 1II hours of
deliberation. After hearing today's testimony and arguments, the began
deliberating the sentencing question.
Prosecutors claimed Ms Patterson ignored her children's screams as
Bobby Wayne Woods abducted them because she was afraid of Woods.

DENVER — The leader of a doomsday
cull who predicted the destruction of Denver
last weekend h.is vanished along with about
50 of his followers, raising fears they are bent
on mass suicide.
Followers of Monte Kim Miller's group,
Concerned Christians, have sold their
belongings and abandoned their homes.
Cult watchers believe the group may be
headed to Jerusalem because of Miller's
belie! he would die there in December 1999
and be resurrected three days later.
Miller founded Concerned Christians in
the early 1980s, preaching against the evils of

The Assot iiiti-il Press
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"He wouldn't leave me
alone," said Hoogerhyde, who
added he apologized to Shepard
once he regained consciousness
"He was just looking for someone to swing with. He seemed
kind of naive "
Meanwhile, .it the University
of Wyoming campus Wednesday, young children joined college professors at a forum aimed
at healing.
Ten-year-old Derek Parker
read a poem he wrote about the
killing.
"Beaten in a car near the mid-

cults and New Age movements
Hal Mansfield, director of the I oil
Collins-based Religious Movement Resource
Center, which has been monitoring the Denver-based Concerned Christians tor .it least
two years, said Miller might have started the
movement as a financial scam. But critics
said the group has transformed itself into an
apocalyptic personality cult.
Miller, 44, claimed that God was using
him as a vehicle to speak to his followers
After prophesying that the Apocalypse
would begin with an earthquake in Denver
last Saturday, the cult leader and about 50 of
his disciples dropped from sight.
Denver police officer Mark Roggeman
said at least 20 of Miller's followers have
contacted relatives since Saturday and
promised to keep in touch.
If Miller's predictions fail to materialize,
tragedy could result, said Bill Honsberger, a
Christian missionary who has monitored the
group. He said the cult leader 's capable of

Sweetest Day
Who would have ever
: thought...
Happy Sweetest Day!

Chicago citizens participate in a candlelight vigil and protest
hate crime at a makeshift memorial
dle of the night, he didn't have a
chance to put up a fight," Parker
read. "Put on a fence and left to
die, now many people did cry."
Russell Arthur Henderson
and Aaron James McKinney,
both 21, have been charged with
first-degree murder, aggravated
robbery and kidnapping with
intent to inflict bodily injury or
terrorize the victim.
Prosecutors haven't said
whether they will seek the death
penalty against the men.

Cult leader and 50 members missing
□ The Doomsday cult members have sold their homes
and are believed to be headed to Jerusalem.

Mark-

Associated Press Photo

Oct.
17th

leading followers to mass suicide, much like
the 39 members of the Heaven's Gate cult
who killed themselves mar San Diego in
1997.
Nicolette Weaver, a 16-year-old Denver
£irl who was a Concerned Christians member for nearly 10 years, said she fears the
worst. She left to live with her biological
father two years ago when Miller "started
going off the deep end." Her mother and
stepfather stayed with Miller.
I le is so controlling, they would do anything he said," she said. "He has been prophesy ni); the end ol world (or so long. When it
doesn't happen, he will have to find some
way for their world to end."
Nicolette said Miller held meetings every
week or two at his house, sermonizing that
America is S.it.in or the government is evil.
"Sometimes when he was speaking for
God he'd roll his eyes back and then close
them and get real dramatic," she said.
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The following persons and organizations stand in sup-port of
National Coming Out Week, and celebrate the important
contributions of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
members of the BGSU community.
• We also condemn the recent hate-crime murder of
University of Wyoming student Matthew Shepard, and
commit ourselves to creating a community wherein all persons
can live with safety, justice and dignity.
Affirmative Action Office
Betsy Allgeier
Rick Allgeier, Allgeier & Associates
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous ("I don't want my department to
know")
Anonymous ("I am in a department where I must
remain closeted")
Michael Benton
Ellen Berry, English
Jamie Blustein, Computer Science
Rachel Buff, History
Alice Calderonello, English
Carolyn, American Culture Studies
Renee Cavallario
Thomas R. Chibucos
College Student Personnel Graduate Students
Colleen Coughlin, Graduate Student, American
Culture Studies; Instructor, Women's
Studies/Honors
Camilla Dacey-Groth & Austin Dacey-Groth
Solomon Davidoff, Instructor, Ethnic Studies
Susan Davenport Darrow, University Honors
Program
Office of Disability Services for Students
Ed Duling, Assistant Professor, Music Education
Marcelle Dupay, School of Art
Allan Emery, University Honors Program
Cynthia Fisher, Interim Associate Director, Center
for International Programs
George, the Wonder Dog
The Gibens Family
Liette P. Gidlow, History
Susan Goldstein
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto
Graduate Student Senate
Graduate Student Senate Ad Hoc Committee on
Conflict Resolution
Greek Affairs Staff
Joyce Eastlund Gromko
Julie Haught, English
Richard Hebein, Associate Dean for Student
Affairs, College of Arts & Sciences

Dawn Heinecken
Honors Student Association
Stephen M. Horowitz, Professor, Health Promotion
Younghee Kim, Associate Professor, Family &
Consumer Sciences
Rona Klein, English/Women's Studies
Mary Krueger, Director, Women's Center
Jason Kucsma
Molly Laflin, Professor, Health Promotion
George Leaman, Philosophy Documentation Center
Libraries & Learning Resources, Multicultural
Affairs Committee
Jeannie Ludlow, Chair, Human Relations
Commission
Michael Martin, Ethnic Studies
Sallye McKee, Special Assistant to the Provost &
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Charles R. Middleton, Provost & Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Barbara O'Donnel
Partnerships for Community Action
Vicki Patraka
Laura Podalsky, Romance Languages
Popular Culture Graduate Students
Valerie Rohy, English
Jane Rosser, Higher Education
Steven C. Russell
Alison Scott
Catherine A. Shufelt, American Culture Studies/
Women's Studies
Cynthia Simpson, Faculty, Chapman Learning
Community
Gale Swanka, Associate Director, Student Union
Mary Thompson, Instructor, English
Denise Vollmar, University Honors Program
David Wall, Ethnic Studies
Scott Walter, Graduate Student, American Culture
Studies
David Weis, Associate Professor, Family &
Consumer Sciences
Shawn Wilbur
Women's Center
Women's Studies Program
Womyn 4 Womyn
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Woman to cany baby through term TEST-

Continued from page one.

□ Woman who fought
judge over abortion
will carry pregnancy to
term because of abortion laws.
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND -- A forger
who claims a judge imprisoned
her to block her from having an
abortion said Thursday she has
now decided to give birth.
Yuriko Kawaguchi, 21, a
Japanese citizen living as a resident alien in the United States,
said she still believes Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas Judge
Patricia Cleary violated her
rights by sentencing her to
prison.
But Kawaguchi is now 22 to
24 weeks into her pregnancy and
said Ohio hospitals and clinics
will not perform an abortion on
her for fear of being past the
legal limit to do so. Abortion is
allowed after 22 weeks in Ohio
only if the fetus is not viable or
there is a serious threat to the
mother's health.
"It's a little bit hard, because
for the last five months I wanted
the exact opposite," Kawaguchi
said at a news conference. "But
because I will be carrying this
baby to term I will be trying to
the best of my powers to give the
child everything that it needs."

Stopping at several points to
shed tears, Kawaguchi read a
statement in which she said
Cleary "stripped me of any
chance I had to taste real freedom — the liberty to control my
body and my destiny."
Kawaguchi, who took part in
a credit card scam, was released
from jail Tuesday after spending
4 1/2 months behind bars.
She is appealing her sentence
and must stay in Ohio under the
terms of her bond. Kawaguchi
was a clinical dietetics major at
the University of California at
Berkeley before her arrest.
Kawaguchi's attorney, Linda
Rocker, said she plans to file a
lawsuit in federal court against
Cleary, the state and the county
within the next week. Rocker
said
Cleary
violated
Kawaguchi's right to have an
abortion by sentencing her to six
months in prison for forgery
when most offenders would
receive probation for the offense.
Cleary left court early Thursday because she was sick. A
phone message seeking comment was left at her home.
The judge opposes abortion
but claimed she imposed a
prison term because of the severity of Kawaguchi's crime.
Kawaguchi and two accomplices
came to Cleveland on May 26 to
buy computers with phony credit cards and then sell the merchandise.

Associated Press Photo
Yuriko Kawaguchi, 21 who claims a judge imprisoned her to
block het from having an abortion, said that she has decided to give birth.

MACARTUROSContinued from page one.
mention the possibility of a little
music. "We're playing it by ear,"
said Velasquez. Farber said
Velasquez is a talented folk
singer who once was Pete
Seeger's opening act.
Sandra Cisneros, author of
"The House on Mango Street,"
holds a conversation at the
Wankelman Gallery in the Fine
Arts building today at 12:30 p.m.
Jeannie Ludlow, a member of the
University ACS faculty, says she
is one of many instructors who
have used Cisneros' works as
text material for women's studies
and English courses.
Guillermo Comez-Pena, a

performance artist and theorist
who performed at the University
last
spring,
and
Roberto
Sifuentes are holding an interactive discussion in 217 Shatzel this
morning at 9:30 called "Hybridity. Culture and the Fourth
World."
According to Farber, the grant
is merely a common denominator of this rare coalition.
"The MacArthur Fellows consider this gathering a political
call to action," said Farber.
"We are asking what Latinos
can do to make their presence
more well
known,"
said
Velasquez. "For example, in the
labor movement, the largest

growing ranks are Latinos, but
this is not reflected in leadership."
Velasquez, who was once a
migrant worker, initiated the
Farm Labor Education Center in
Toledo. He says these Latino
issues are Toledo and Bowling
Green issues. Among them are
migrant labor and immigration
policy. Currently, there is a Latino movement to stop new guest
worker
legislation
that
Velasquez calls exploitative.
Farber and the Partnership for
Community Action are helping
the MacArturos target youth,
holding events at Bowling Green
High School and Bowling Green

Junior High as well as at the University.
Farber said students from
Scott High School in inner-city
Toledo and schools in Fremont
are coming down for the
reunion. The rest of the programmed events, including a
forum on Latino issues that Farber said will include university
presidents and Toledo Mayor
Carty Finkbeiner, take place at
the University of Toledo and
other Toledo areas.
"This program is important
because
I
love
Toledo,"
Velasquez said. "I want the community to be enriched by these
events."

there is more test anxiety."
April Philippi, mentor at the
study skills lab and graduate
student in biology, didn't experience test anxiety until she came
back to the University to study
pre-medicine.
According to Philippi, science
majors often go to the study
skills lab to ask specific questions and learn skills. In addition, students go there asking
mentors for help with study
skills to overcome test anxiety.
"Without the study skills lab,
I doubt I'd be the masters student in biology I am this year,"
Philippi said. "I was able to go
there to sort out lectures and
solve the complicated math
problems. I also got to know
other serious students. We
helped each other inside and
outside of the study skills lab."
Not only does test anxiety
occur at test time, but in preparation for the test as well.
According to Blinn, there arc
two phases that can help a student overcome test anxiety. The
first phase deals with test preparation. A student must have a
positive attitude to do well. And
contrary to popular belief, "allnighters" are not the right way
to study, they simply don't
work.
The second phase takes places
on the day of the test. Before
actually taking the test, Blinn
suggests working on easier
problems that the student knows
they understand and simply
reviewing for the test. However,
this is not the time to learn new
material because it is too late,
says Blinn.
At the test sight, it is important to arrive no earlier than
usual, sit in your normal seat,
have new batteries for calculators and pencils, and if necessary, a snack, Blinn said.
Once the test is passed out, be
sure to look at it in depth. Is it
multiple choice or essay? How
many questions? How many
pages is the test? These are just
some questions to ask yourself
to put you at ease, Blinn said.
"When taking an essay test, it
is important to create an outline
because this helps organize

GRAD
Continued from page one.

LIFE FLIGHTContinued from page one.
Viewers who were able to see
the inside of the helicopter shared
similar reactions.
Meg Gam. a sophomore physical therapy major said the experience was good.
"I expected It to be larger, people had to bend their knees In
order to board It." Garn said. "The
experience was good. It's great to
see how fast the crew is and (they)
are able to share so much information with us about their abilities and the technology available
to stabilize a patient."
Harr said the crew was wonderful. There was an emergency medical physician, a nurse, a pilot,
and paramedic ground unit which
shared Information about their
Job.
Their job Is to pick up patients
from traumatic scenes." Harr said.
They also visit patients In emergency rooms when not In the air.

BG News Photo /ROGER MOTA
The Ufeflight helicopter arrived to inaugurate the Health Resource Center.
This Is pretty momentous."
According to Harr. there were
three crew members on the hellcopter. There are 36 members
which rotate through the flight
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ment aspect of the GradSTEP
program, explained Barbara
Peck, administrative coordinator
and secretary to the associate
dean.
The Ongoing Program is
offered as an independent study
course, GRAD 600, during the
fall and spring semesters. Students need to complete 11 sessions in this program in order to
fulfill the requirement.
After completing either program, students receive two credit hours, and the course is graded as S/U. Neither program
requires any fee. In addition,
there is no limit to the number of
times a student may attend
GradSTEP, but the two hours of
credit will only be received once.
Every participant is specifically required to attend seminars
about sexual harassment and
diversity. In addition to that,
there are over 120 sessions and
special topics that one can
choose to attend, said Peck.

"The GradSTEP program was
started in the early 70s by one of
the deans, and the program has
evolved and improved over the
years for the graduate students,"
Peck said.
Peck also said that some of
the sessions were videotaped for
those students who want to
review. Students can also suggest any topic ideas of interest to
the GradSTEP department.
Ramune Braziunaite, a program coordinator of the GradSTEP program and a current
graduate student who attended
the past Summer Program, said
that even though the week was
intensive, students can always
find it very helpful.
"There are always a lot of
interesting topics that one can
choose from," said Braziunaite.
For more information about
the GradSTEP program and the
ongoing activities, students can
call 372-8621 or 372-8566, or visit
the GradSTEP's web site at
www.bgsu.edu/departmen ts/g
rad/gradstep/

Sunday Afternoon
MEN'S HOME SOCCER
against Michigan State University
Game starts at 2:00 p.m.
in Cochrane Field.

ALL STUDENTS
ADMITTED FREE
WITH VALID
BGSU ID
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•On-The-Line 1-6
Call in and talk sports
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planned for November include a
CPR Workshop and an informal
gathering for the Medical College
of Ohio (MCO)s faculty.

T0NGIHT & TOMORROW AT
7:00 P.M. IN THE ICE ARENA
AGAINST NORTHEASTERN.

•Hockey vs. Northeastern Live
6:30 air time

•Football
BG at Toledo Live
6:00 air time
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service. In addition, there are two
and a third installed alignment
which operates 24 hours, he
added.
Some act nines the center has

thoughts," Blinn said.
Once the test is over, there is
no going back, Blinn said. A
helpful tool a student can use
once they get their exam back is
looking at the questions missed
and determine why they were
wrong. This will help them
study for the next test.
James Evans, associate professor of geology, has 90 students in
his 100-level course and distributes three exams at mid-quarter
His tests are 40 percent multiple
choice, 20 percent true and false
and 40 percent short answer.
"I have done it (tests) over the
years this way because everyone
has a chance to do well," Evans
said.
If one of his students does
have test anxiety, he must see a
certificate documented by a professional before anything can be
arranged. Those over at the
office of affirmative action and
disability resources will contact
the faculty member about a student who has test anxiety. After
it has been confirmed that he or
she does have text anxiety, than
arrangements can be made for
the student to take the test at a
different location for a longer
period of time. However, if a student is not certified, than
instructors cannot do anything
other than give the student
pointers to help study and relax,
Evans said.
For those who say text anxiety is just a cop-out, Cunningham said they should be fortunate they don't experience it.
The University has good places
on campus where a student can
go to help them over come test
anxiety, he said.
Sally Drier, reading specialist
at the study skills lab, said students show improvement after
four visits. Normally, the study
skills lab mentors have more students come to them for help
after they get back their first test.
If a student needs help overcoming test anxiety or help
learning new study skills, the lab
is open Monday through Friday,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"I feel my success in sciences
directly reflects the outstanding
level of help I received through
the mentor program at the study
skills lab," Philippi said.

All students Admitted free
with Valid BGSU ID
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□ The Falcons face
MAC foes Marshall
and Ohio this weekend.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

BG New* Photo/ JASON SUGGS
The Falcon offensive line will need to protect quarterback Ricky Schneider if BG wants to beat rival Toledo Saturday night.

——~\

Ribeau and BG[^Game#6
BG (1-4,1-1 MAC)
ready for UT
vs.

Q The Falcons gear up
for the Toledo game.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
You know a football game
must be important when the
University president comes to
practice for a pep talk.
It must be Toledo week.
Coach
Gary
Blackney
stopped practice on Wednesday
for President Sidney Ribeau lo
talk to the team about the big
game.
"It was pretty out of the ordinary," junior left guard Mark
Katzman said of the President's

IHOCKEY
BG-vs.-

talk. "He said the University is
behind us 100 percent and he
talked about what the game
means to him and to the University as a whole."
The battle for Northwest
Ohio is also Ihe battle to stay
alive in Ihe Mid-American Conference race.
BG (1-4, 1-1 MAC) and Toledo (3-3, 2-1 MAC) both have one
loss, which make-, this year's
game worth more than just
bragging rights. Both divisional
leaders Marshall and Central
Michigan are undefeated, so
anyone with two MAC losses
will watch the championship
game at home.
"The team thai wins will stay
alive and the team that loses

□ The Falcon icers
play two non-conference games against
Northeastern this
weekend.

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
IJh- in, VMVN

Brad Beebe
Game starts 7 p.m.

kickoff 7 p.m. at
the Glass Bowl
Broadcast on WBC.U 88.1 FM
Pre-Game at 6 p.m.
with Nick Luciano and Ted Siller
doesn't." Blackney said.
But Toledo has the edge and
the confidence after beating Ball
State 27-6 last week. The Blue
and Gold have won threestraight against BG, but the
Brown and Orange have never
lost four-straight to Toledo.
"The coach really wants this
win, the team wants this win,"

freshman tailback Godfrey
Lewis said. "It's really important for the senior* coming up to
end off on a good note. It's all
about respect."
Toledo's seniors will be ready
as well. The Rockets' senior tailback Wasean Tait could be a fac• See FOOTBALL, page nine.

Falcons eye powerful
Michigan for upset
J BG is preparing for
the toughest meet
they've had this year.
By MARK WIESE
The BG News
Nationally ranked teams are
waiting to test the women's cross
country team at the Michigan
Interregional.
Third-ranked Michigan, along
with other ranked teams such as
Wake
Forest,
Georgetown,
Washington, William and Mary
and Florida, will be looking to
run over Bowling Green this
weekend.
"This is going to be the toughest meet we will run in all year,"
said coach Steve Price. "Our goal
for this meet will be to beat one

of these national caliber teams."
The Falcons need an impressive showing at this upcoming
meet. The Michigan Interregional is a very important meet to
show the NCAA that BG is good
enough for a bid to the big dance
at the end of the season. The big
dance, the NCAA Championships is the ultimate goal for
the Falcons this season.
The Falcons took a big step
last week as they won the AllOhio Championships, declaring
themselves the best team in
Ohio. Even with this victory, BG
fell out of the top twenty-five
polls, dropping to twenty-seven.
The Falcons get a chance to
prove whether or not they
belong by traveling up north to
Ann Arbor, Mich, to test their
• See CC, page nine.

leers look for 4 points

Northeastern
Friday
WBGU88.1
6:30 airtime
Scott Szuch

Toledo (3-3, 2-1 MAC)

After a devastating loss to
Oakland 7-1 last week, the Bowling Green women's soccer team
hopes to regain its confidence
and break its three game losing
streak.
The Falcons (6-6-1, 3-3-1
MAC) face Mid American Conference teams Marshall and Ohio
on Friday and Sunday.
Marshall is 2-10-1 overall and
0-6-1 in the MAC so far this season. The Falcons travel to Hunnington, W. Va. to face the Thundering Herd on Friday for a 5
p.m. match.
Ohio, coached by Wendy
Logan with a 20-10-2 in her second year, stands at 10-4-0 overall

and 6-1-0 in the MAC. The Bobcats face BG Sunday at 1 p.m. in
Athens and are in third place.
"Marshall is a must win and
then we will get ready for Ohio,"
coach Tom Piccirillo said. "It
would be great if we could come
away this weekend with two
wins."
Freshman
starters
Tracy
Gleixner and Cari Combs will
return this weekend to help get
the team going.
"It will be great to have Tracy
and Cari back in action," freshman defenseman Leslie Hepfinger said. "They are both good
players and can help us make
some good plays."
Both games this weekend are
crucial for the Falcons in the
MAC championship race.
"With Marshall, we have to
create good scoring and shooting
opportunities," Piccirillo said.
"We will have to utilize the
flanks against Ohio because it is
gonna be a lough game."

This weekend's non-conference games are a week late as far
as hockey coach Buddy Powers
is concerned.
Given his preference, he
would have played Hockey
East's Northeastern last weekend, before playing Miami.
However, the Northeastern
Huskies come lo town for games

tonight and Saturday. Face off is
at 7 p.m. both nights.
"This will give us a chance to
improve our game overall,"
Powers said. "The league play
that is coming up after Northeastern is a tough stretch of
games."
This weekend's games will
give Powers one last chance to
evaluate his team before the Falcons enter the heart of their Central Collegiate Hockey Association season next week.
Powers is planning on starting
sophomore goaltender Shawn
Timm Friday. Senior Mike
Savard will probably start Saturday.
Timm played all of last week's
games against Miami, winning
the first game 4-2 and tying the

second game 5-5.
This will be Northeastem's
regular season opener. The only
other game they have played
was a 5-3 win against Windsor
last week.
The Falcons will look out Friday for a quick start from the
Huskies.
"They will be coming out hard
and we should know that," team
captain Dan Price said. "They've
been working out hard for a couple of months now I assume, and
they're going to be ready to
play."
Last year. Northeastern finished fourth in Hockey East with
a record of 21-15-3. Six players
are gone from last year's team.
The Huskies return 16 letterwinners, not to mention the top six

BG Newt Photo/ JASON SUGGS
Center Adam Edinger waits for the puck against Miami. Last
weekend BG won and tied against the RedHawks.
scorers.
The Huskies were led in scoring by four junior forwards.
Billy Newson had 16 goals

and 20 assists. Todd Barclay led
NU in goals with 20. Roger
Holeczy and Bobby Davis round
out the Huskies' top scorers.

Men's Tennis uses performance for Kentucky

□ Co-captains Bartan
and Wiles return to the
team with added confidence as BG travels to
Kentucky.

By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News

The Bowling Green men's tennis program may have taken a
step toward the big time last
weekend in Texas and the trip to
Kentucky today provides an
opportunity for even more
national recognition.
Coach Jay Harris and team cocaptains Radu Bartan and Matt
Wiles spent five days in Austin,
Texas competing in the ITA
Men's All-American Championships.
The championships are one of

four grand slam tournaments in
college tennis where the best
players in the nation meet headto-head.
Bartan and Wiles qualified for
the tournament based on their
personal records from last year.
BG had never been represented in a tournament of this magnitude before.
In doubles play, Bartan and
Wiles teamed to reach the round
of 16 by winning two matches in
the tournament of 128 teams.

They were helped along by a first
round forfeit when a Tennessee
team was unable to play. BG
defeated teams from Cal-Irvine
and Arkansas-Little Rock in the
next two rounds before losing to
a New Mexico State team on
Tuesday
Harris said his team used a
unique doubles system which
most other teams in the country
may never have seen. Only three
or four other teams in the nation
use "the shift," a system based

on movement which puts the
players in motion before the
serve.
"They used it to perfection
this weekend," Harris said. "It
caused problems for other teams
and gave us a lot of confidence.
Our attitude was, we have a
weapon that they don't have."
Singles action was more difficult for the Falcons, but Harris
was pleased with his captains'
play.
"We didn't know what to

expect going in," Harris said.
"Radu drew the number three
player from LSU and LSU was
number two in the nation last
year."
According to Harris, Bartan
played well in a loss (6-4, 6-4) to
Daniel Kiemam and was eliminated in the single-elimination
format.
Wiles easily defeated Carlos
Lomena (6-0, 6-0) of Tyler before
losing to Arizona's number one
player Alex Aybar (6-2, 6-0).
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NY part of history
□ With a Series win,
would these Yankees
be the greatest?
The Assoiiated Press

Associated Press Photo
Yankee Paul O'Neill, right, takes pitche* from batting coach Chris Chambliss, left, at Yankee
Stadium yesterday. Game One of the World Series is Saturday in New York.

NEW YORK — The greatest
ever? By winning the World
Scries, the '98 New York Yankees
think they'd be just that.
"Since everything is based on
the bottom line, I guess so," Yankees manager Joe Torre said
Thursday, two days before the
opener against San Diego.
"It's tough to look back at the
'27 Yankees and say we're better
position by position, but everything is based on bottom line,"
Torre said. "If we get to four
more wins — now 121 wins is
ptett) mmd-boggling, 125 would
be the ultimate."
After going 114-48 during the
regular season, sweeping Texas
3-0 in the (irst round and beating
Cleveland 4-2 for the AL pennant, the Yankees are a heavy
favorite against the Padres, who

at 98-64 had the worst record of
the three NL division winners.
Yet, the Padres beat Houston
3-1 — defeating Randy Johnson
twice — then upset Atlanta 4-2,
with two wins over Tom Glavine
and one over Greg Maddux.
"Not many people gave us a
chance against Houston, or
against Atlanta," said Tony
Gwynn, back in the World Series
for the lirst time in 14 years.
"There are guys over in our clubhouse that believe that we've got
,i -.hot As long as we believe we
have a shot and we go play like
it, we think we're going to be
fine."
New York has 23 Series championships, San Diego has none.
The Yankees have won 113
Series games. The Padres have
won one.
"I've never been to Yankee
Stadium," Gwynn said. "You've
probably going to hear some
stuff out there you probably
haven't heard for a while. And to
me, that's part of the game.
They're trying to take your mind

BG goes
against
big teams

Netters confront 2 different roads
over Michigan weekend games

□ BG has two key
games in Mid-American Conference play
this weekend.

and Orange. BG has been at their
best when they have been fundamentally sound. This includes
sound defense, digging, finishing and the all-important passing.

By NICK HURM
The BG News
The Bowling Green volleyball
team will face two sides of
Michigan this weekend.
The Falcons (11-9 overall, 4-3
in the MAC) will travel to Eastem Michigan today and will do
battle with Western Michigan on
Saturday. Tiis will be a key
weekend for BG in establishing
which road it is going to head
down.
After winning three games in
a row, the Falcons have dropped
their last two. A winning weekend could set the tone for a huge
game against Miami next weekend, while another loss would
surely put away any hope for a
MAC championship. It could
also jeopardize chances to host a
tournament game at home.
Fundamentals will be a key
issue this weekend for the Brown

"Greiger (Heather Greig)
knows she's a leader out on the
floor, being our setter," coach
Denise Van De Walle said.
"When the passing isn't there
and she consistently has to set a
high outside ball, we become
very predictable and much easier to block. Then they (the opponent) dig, set and swing past our
block and it's a kill. It comes
down to performance."

She also is the big blocker, being
third all-time in blocking assists
and fourth all-time in solo blocks
for EMU.

Sara Uehlin has led the setting
attack for the Eagles. In only her
sophomore year she is already
only the fourth player in EMU
history to amass more than 2,000
assists with 2,090.
Junior Jill Hutton has been the
"iron-man" of EMU, playing in
72 straight matches without
missing one in her entire career.

□ The Falcons swing
against some of the
toughest teams of the
year.

The Eagles iare ranked first
overall in the MAC in kills, averaging 16.09 a game.

The BG News

Saturday's game against
Western Michigan should be a
big challenge for the Falcons.
Last week the Broncos beat an
Akron team which shut down
BG the week before. In addition,
last week junior middle blocker
Traci Morin was named MAC
defensive player of the week.
Morin recorded 10 blocks in
the winning effort against
Akron. She is also an offensive
threat, being named offensive
player of the week on Sept. 21.

The Eagles of Eastern Michigan will be BG's first test EMU
is in fourth place in the western
division of the MAC (6-12 overall, 3-4 in the MAC).

One of the Broncos' best areas
is serving. They are dominating
the MAC in service aces, being
the only team with an average of
over two aces a game (2.38). If
BG cannot handle WMU's
serves, they will have trouble
setting up their offense, which
will only lead to more trouble for
the Falcons on Saturday.

BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER
Junior Heather Greig and Kim Pesorda wait for a return. BG travels to Eastern and Western Michigan this weekend.

Becky Burdyshaw and Ethan Lee

Jordan Duffle and Chris Bentlagc

Sara Hawk and Ryan Haase

Stacy Schapira and Bill Fallon

Alycia Humphrey and Kevin Schcucrman

Angela Ingram and Marcus

Sara Gringsby and Brian Engelman

Susan Cassetty and Rick Everhart

Laura Scgerlin and Paul Thebo

Sara Schiavo and Keith Wright

Kim Ringlcr and Chris Sniegowski

Janey Teitclman and Brett Miller

Stacy Smith and Gabe Dejoseph

Karen Schcucrman and Nick "Dickey" Gentile

Christina Huntzingcr and Zach Bradley

Jayme Jaworski and Dave "Gator" Young

Julie Eschcn and Tony Linz

Melissa Bloczynski and Neal Harrington

Sheila Szabo and Kevin Kohuth

Jenny Hiser and Kevin Sidon

Janna Winkler and Brian Shoman

Kaiiiy Ingcrsoll and Big Dave Schcucrman

Lisa Hykcs and Ryan Martin

Heather Kolling and Rob Thompson

Kristi Goodpastcr and Matt LaSalvia

Monica Jacobs and Blaine Wellington III

Danielle Markel and Matt Stredncy

Sara Holland and Brian Salem

Katie Naymik and Jay Toman

Amy Black and Dean Bogner

Marlie Rerucha and Jason Scazncy

Juliane Kuminski and Matt O'Donnell

Jill Meteyer and John Roth

Natalie Cowan and Ed Anal

Valerie Hosier and Josh Brigham

Amanda Ginesi and Ryan Ciepley

Jenny Harcar and Russ Nutt

Shelly Smith and Phil Greenberg

Laura Klumb and Mike Kassoff

Jen Parker and Mystery Man

Going from first to the middle
of the pack is never easy.
But that's the predicament
that the men's golf team finds
themselves in this week.
After
winning
the
St.
Bonaventure Tournament last
week, the Falcons traveled to the
Grizzly Golf Course at Kings"
Island to compete in the Xavier .
Invitational.
"It was the toughest field
we've seen all year," coach Garry "
Winger said. "We knew that j
going in."
BG finished 14th out-of-19
teams in the 54 hole tournament
with a total score of 898.
Leading the Falcons with a
score of 220 was junior Jon Smarrelli. Smarrelli was followed by
redshirt freshman Justin Gillham
(222), and seniors Jeff Huntt
(226), Otto Larson (235) and
Mike Kotsos (236).

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

Sigma Kappa Rewind to the Greek Ages

Pirect

only $15 per month

Back to School Special:
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Mention this ad and get one month free.

354-HOST

www.BGHost.com

Your parents have done a lot for you!
Now it's time to pay them back!!!

PARENTS OF THE YEAR!!!
INTERESTED? HERE'S HOW TO DO IT:
1) Write an essay with the topic "The most valuabe lesson
I learned from my parents/caregivers was..."
2) Turn in the essay to the UAO office
(330 University Union) by October 19. 1998
by 5:00pm.
3) Pick up full rules in the UAO office

Sponsored by
i

(

off what you're supposed to be
doing. But 17 years of experience, I hope, will help get me
through it."
The Yankees, who finished off
the Indians on Tuesday, resumed
workouts Thursday. San Diego,
which beat Atlanta on Wednesday, traveled to New York and
will practice at Yankee Stadium
on Friday afternoon.
While the stands were empty
as the Yankees practiced, the
ballpark was surrounded by
thousands of fans buying tickets
for the first two games of the
Series.
Inside, workers were repainting walls in preparation for Saturday night's game.
"We'll be the best ever if we
win the World Series," Chili
Davis said. "Maybe we would
have to exhume the '27 Yankees,
bring back a couple of bodies
and play them."
David Wells, who pitches the
opener against Kevin Brown,
went on Howard Stem's radii
show and predicted the Yankee

K

The winning parents will be honored during
Parents Weekend (November 6-8) and will win
great prizes including tickets to the Manhattan
Transfer concert!!!
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■■NFL

Lions upset
Packers 27-20
PONT1AC, Mich. (AP) — The
Detroit defense torched Brett
Favre for three interceptions
while Charlie Batch played like
anything but a rookie in the
Lions' 27-20 victory over the
Green Bay Packers in an NFC
game Thursday night.
It was the second straight loss
for the Packers (4-2) and
dropped them further behind the
Minnesota Vikings (5-0) in the
division race. The Lions (2-4)
fought back from a 10-0 deficit
and outscored Green Bay 17-7 in
the fourth quarter.

TRANSACTIONS

STANDINGS

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Slgned RHP Jaret
Wright to a four-year contract.
DETROIT TIGERS—Signed Interim manager Larry Parrlsh to a two-year contract as manager
MINNESOTA TWINS—Claimed RHP EMn
Hernandez off waivers from the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
National League
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Named Derek
Bryant manager of High Desert of the California
LeigtM
HOUSTON ASTROS-Extended the contracts of general manager Gerry Hunslcker and
manager Larry Dierkrr through the year 2000
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Promoted
scout Mike Hanklns to mkhvest scouting supervisor and scout Joe Ferrone to west coast
scouting supervisor.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Named Roy Smith
assistant general manager-player personnel
Sent RHPTodd Van Poppel. INF Kevin PolcoWch

and RHP Jose Petl outright to Nashville of (he
PCL Waived INF Chance Sanfora
FOOTBALL
National Football League
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed CB Emmanuel
Mr Daniel to their practice squad.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NHL—Suspended Colorado Avalanche RW
Keith Jones for two games without pay and
fined him 81.000 for a check to the head of Buffalo's Curtis Brown In a game on Oct. 12.
CHICAGO
BLACKHAWKS—Traded C
James Black to Ihe Washington Capitals for
future considerations.
EDMONTON OILERS—Loaned RW Fredrtk
Llnquisl to Hamilton of the AHL
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Assigned G
Stephen Valiquelte to Hampton Roads and LW
Nlc Beaudoln to Roanoke of the ECHL
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS-Loaned D Ryan
Bast to Philadelphia of the AHL.
PHOENIX COYOTES-Loaned D Sean
Gagnon to Springfield of the AHL.

tor. returning to the lineup after
being out for two weeks with a
broken jaw. Sophomore back
Chester Taylor picked up the
slack last week, running for a
career high 182 yards in the win
over the Cardinals.
Senior quarterback Chris Wallace will test the Falcons deep.
Through six games Wallace has
nine touchdowns and a 55.5 percent completion percentage. Last
year he threw for 266 yards and
five touchdowns at BG, a school
record which he tied this year
against Western Michigan.
BG quarterback Ricky Schneider is expected to start after a

cc

Continued from page seven.
skills against some of the best in
the nation.
"The team needs to run the
best race of the season to corn-

and caught three passes for 48
yards.
But the Falcons' biggest secret
lies in Lewis. The tailback
missed his 'second consecutive
100-yard game by eight yards
against the top ranked defense
in the MAC (Miami) and leads
the team with a 4.9 yard average
per carry.
Defensively, the Falcons have
allowed opponents 376.8 yards
per game, while Toledo's offense
has averaged 313.8 yards a
game. Freshman free safely
Chad Long leads the team with
46 tackles, while junior middle
linebacker Joe O'Neill is second
with 45.
The game starts at 7 p.m. and

pete with the teams at this
meet," senior Libby Mitchell
said. "This meet will also be
tough because the course has a
lot of rolling hills."
Bowling Green did not fare

too well last season at this meet,
finishing seventh out-of-13
teams competing. The Falcons
look to do better this season, but
it will not be any easier.

OPEN 24 HOURS
75c washes
cleaning your
laundry
lor 37 years
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Central
Jacksonville
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cincinnati
Tennessee

1.000
.600
.400
.400
400

West
Denver
Kansas City
Oakland
Seattle
San Diego

1.000
667
667
.500
.333

L

NY Glanls
Philadelphia
Washington

.667
500
333
167
.000

Crntral
Wmni'vnU
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
LVtroil
Chicago

1.000
667
400
333
.167

Al i/Dii.i

Thursday s Came
Detroit 27. Green Bay 20
Sunday's Games
Arizona at New York Glanls. I 01 p m
Baltimore al PlttshurRh. 101 p.m .
Carolina al Tampa Bay. 1 01 p.m.
Cincinnati Jl Tennessee. 1.01 pm
Jacksonville at Buffalo. 1:01 p.m
New Orleans al Atlanta. 1:01 p.m.
Washington al Minnesota. I 01 pm
Indianapolis al San Francisco. 4:05 p.m.
Philadelphia al San Diego. 4:15 p.m
St Louis al Miami 4 15 p.m
Dallas at Chicago. 4:18 p m
OPEN Denver. Kansas CHy. Oakland. Seallle
Monday's Game
New York Jets al New England, 8:20 p.m
Sunday. Oct H
Atlanta al New York Jels. 1:01 p.m
Baltimore al Green Bay. 1:01 p.m.
Minnesota at Detroit. 1:01 p.m
New England al Miami. 1 01 p.m.
San Francisco at Si. Louis. 1:01 p.m.
Tampa Bay at New Orleans. 101 pm
Chicago al Tennessee. 4:05 pm
Cincinnati at Oakland. 4:15 p.m.
Jacksonville al Denver. 4'15 p.m.
Seattle al San Diego. 4 15 p.m.
Buffalo at Carolina. 8:20 p.m.
OPEN Arizona. Dallas. Indianapolis. New York Glanls Philadelphia
Washing! on
Monday. Or l 26
Pittsburgh at Kansas City. 8:20 p.m.

BG is sick, but ready
□ The Falcon cross
country team looks to
put forth its best effort
at Kalamazoo as the
Mid-American Championships are just two
weeks away.

By KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News
Today, the men's cross country squad heads to Kalamazoo,
Mich, for the Central Collegiate
Invitational.
After finishing 7th out-of 35
teams at the All-Ohio meet,
including their defeat of Cincinnati, the Falcons have their work

cut out for them. They will be
competing against many formidable opponents from the Big
Ten and Big Eight, as well as
teams from the Mid-American
conference.
After running only one workout this week, the team is rested
and recuperated. The question is
whether or not they are healthy.
Unfortunately for the team,
freshman Rob Glatz and senior
captain Pat Carney have become
stricken with bronchitis, and
therefore will not be competing
this weekend.
"Things went pretty well this
week," said sophomore Aaron
Usher. "We rested most of the
week, but what we did do, we
did quality."
"Everything went pretty
good," junior Steve Chapa said.
"We scaled down things a bit,

and we have lost a few key runners to the flu. We'll have to run
with what we have."
The MAC Championships are
only two weeks away, and the
team seems to sense the urgency
and importance of competing
exceptionally well from this
point on.
"We really have not ran as
well as we wanted to," Usher
said. "All we can do now is compete well and hopefully peak at
the right time."
Coach Sterling Martin agreed.
"Regardless of who we are
missing, we still need to go out
and compete," he said. "This is a
fast course, and there will be fast
times. This is a great opportunity
for everyone to run well."

III50-

Congratulations to the 1998
Fall New Member Officers!
President: Jessica Andrews

Activities: Julie Sandwi sch

Vice President: Beth Kishmarton

Historian: Tricia Nunley

Secretary: Antoinette Falica

Efficiency: Amber Pilewski

Treasurer Krista Snyder

Censors: Karen Kennedy
Mindy Cleveland
Amber White

Scholarship: Erin Douglas

We are proud of all of you!
7<»y S. Main St.
352-0397

Pet.

800
.800
600
400
000

San Francisco
New Orleans
SI. Louis
f .liol'll.l

CHICAGO (API — Fired as coach
by the Chicago Blackhawks after
last season. Craig Hartsburg made
a triumphant return Thursday
night to the United Center, a building where he didn't win many
games a year ago.
His new team, the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks, got two goals from

rough game against Miami, in
which he threw two interceptions.
"He's got to make better decisions throwing the football,"
Blackney said. "We're going to
eliminate turnovers and our
quarterback is going to put us in
a position to win, or at least an
opportunity to win, or he won't
be the quarterback."
Schneider's receivers, freshmen Kurt Gerling and Robert
Redd, will play a big part in the
Falcon offense. Gerling caught
for 126 yards against Ohio. It
was the first time ever a freshman has had a 100-yard game in
school history. Redd returned
punts against the RedHawks

L

.800
600
.400
400
.167

D.lll.L.

Teemu Selanne and won for the
first time in four games this season, beating the Blackhawks 5-3
before a crowd of 14.710 — nearly
6.000 under capacity.
Anaheim's five goals were four
more than the Ducks had total In
their first three games.

Wr-I
All.llil.i

New England
Miami
Buffalo
NY. Jets
Indianapolis

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
CM
W

-\\\i'l>

KIRK'S

At A Glance
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W

Ducks beat Chicago

FOOTBALL
Continued from page seven.
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Remember

WEETEST
This Saturday • Oct. 17
1 Dozen Red Roses

$

34.98

Wrapped in cellophane with greens
& baby's breath

1/2 Dozen Red Roses

s

19.98

Wrapped in cellophane with greens
& baby's breath

Basket Arrangements

$--

QQ

starting at I "T . ZfO

Bud Vase Arrangements
starting at

$T) en
jLZ..3\J

'?t<vuzt. tyift and (fa*de*t &e*ttei
906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 353-8381
Fall HoursMon.-Fn 8 10 5 30. S.H 8 lo 4: Sun. 12-4
.. kloi2floral.com email: info"1 klotzfloral.com

0

P"*"*No-.*'^

United Parcel Service

$800
Bonus

$8.50-$9.50 hr, Monday thru Friday
20-25 Hours Per Week
Immediate positions available on the
^Midnight Shift 10:30pm -3:30am
Call 891-6820 for more information.
EOEM/F

The BG News
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY
I2:(l(l
CD
ffi
ffi
ffl
ffi
©

|ti)6d&6g ££&;&&:»v:££:g3;&5.£&|

OCTOBER 17,1998

12:30
College Football nMMalrennblksi |UM]

Collage Football Iowa a! Indana. (Live;
Hang Time X

BS1HI

Urjhter Side of Sports

Pure Spin Wdg.

Kilchan Kwtk

Origins-Wort

Victory Garden

Your House

This Ok) House

Yankee Shop

Honwlaiw: Base Am: Woodshop Cooking Secret

Michigan

Northern Exper

This Old House

Yankee Shop

Hometime Base Know Your Fire Jacques Pepin

Homers-Wkshp

Think Fast s

Movie: "M»0>c«Hn«Mimv"(!9%.Fanusyl

Gymnas'xs Internatanal Team Championsrivps. KnoxvtBe. Tern I

Hispanic Hentege Awards

Cucina Amore

Joanna Lund

Anyplace Wild

Nature "Great White Beat" X

jo, oi MS)

Brenda Harris

New Garden

Hercules-Jrnys.

^^ Natural History Collectibles

Natural History Collectibles

('I 00) Antiques

Victory Garden

Xena: Wamor Princess (In Stereo

Earth: Final Conflict Atavus

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine ft

i:*« 'Oe«IFunny"ti995.Comedy)Eluabetb Pena. Page Turco. IVIpar Holy Malnr.'ony"(InStereo)

Movie: •• Gargoyiej"0972. Horror) Cornel Wilde

CABLE STATONS

J

Movie: it'i By me ugrtm me srvervMoon (1953) Dons Day X

Uovie i«» r ..! -'

COM

Daily Show,R)

Movie: •«• "Throw Momma From me 7ram"(1987) Danny OeVito.

Absolutely Fab [Absokilely Fabulous "Death" |R||Absolut.ely Fab.

DISC

Housetmert!<Ri

ENC

Movie: •• "The is/and or Dr. »*>reau"099S>X

IDaily Shoe><R)

|Robin Williams: Oil the Wall |R)

Discovery News Storm Warning! Mystery Univ.

HPO

Eek!stravag.

[Heathclitl
How-Spell God

Movie: • • -ZeusandRo<anne"(i997)'PG'X

Weapons at War ,R|

Tales ol the Gun Pie M-16 (Ft)

SC

[Bad Dog

Home Again (R

Story of the USS Intrepid

Masters of War

Air Combat

VHI

SATURDAY
I 6:00 |

IFreekuoidt

IBeetleluke

12 Stupid Doge

Behind the Music "Shania Twavf IRock of Ages

6:30

7:00

7:30

Mystery Science Theater 3000 R

1

1
Home Again (RJ You Gotta See This (R1

iHome Again iH

Movie: Doaar lor me Oead"(1998. Western) EmioEstevej I

Movie: "ForaFewDobnMore~

ScoobyDoo

Beetlejuice

I Scooby Doo

|Beetle)uice

IBeetleiuice

limiyaltl
• * Boomerang

Movie: Corrung 10 Amenca"(i9B6) An African prince arrives n New York to hid a bnda X
Rock of Ages

IRockolAges

S:00

[Hornetime

i Savvy 1R1 Hornet me

Home Savvy (R) I

Moviete'i "BaCyMoririOrSourido'Fair_|l99e)JosieBrssettX

Video Collection (R) (In Stereo)

Celebrity Death ICelebrrly Death

[Real World X

Welcome to Parados pi Stereo) X Movie: •• "MaMat"( 1997. Science Fiction) Balhazar Getty I

Men-Toolbelts

Road Rovers

Waynehead

ISwom to Secrecy "Super Guns"

:

Biorhythm H

Em

Uen>oo.beiTs

Baywatch Thm or Die (In Stereo)

Lite Camera

Movie: •••• 'Close Encounters 0/ the ThirdKmd"|t977) 'PG

Movie: itS "Havana 0990) Robert Redford A gambler begets a risky a an *nh a Cuban revolutionary.

TOON Cartoon Planet

3 Friends, Jerry (Countdown ;R) [Outrageous!

Tw

Cevs Fast Break tali|ir'aDiJ Confeience USA Game - Teams to Be Announced (Lure)

Twilight Zone I Sliders The AMmalevle Horror"

i.'om
Home «ga.n

Hone Racing Spinster StakesrKeSo Handicap. (Live) |PGA Golf

laolttast raiai

Movie:*'j £mestGoesfoCamp"(tg8'.Comedy)JimVamey PG

College Football Miamidw at Ball Slate (live)

son

[Search for Dracula (R)

fclovit: •** Tace for frve (1983. Drama) Jon Voghl, Richard Crerma

College GamedYy

Rock N' Jock Presents: The Game (In Slcreo)

Rock N Jock Video Werm-Up (In Slereoi

-' !•.:>

[discover Magazine "lrvmg Fosses" Blast Force (R)

|Mystery Univ.

Movie: ..' 1 Yrjway'( 1976) Japanese and Amercan lorces battle over a Pacific island.

Cortege Football Mnnesota al One Stale (Inrei
Real Ghostbttrs IHarreytoon

'

63) JofsTWayne. Donna Reed

Movie: • •«'.• "AN^roft(<mem0er''(195B.Drarna)KenriethMore.

SMC

8:30

1

9:00

IRockolAges

IRock ol Ages

1

1 10:00 1

9:30

[Celine. ArethaTS oria. Shania

[Number Ones

10:30 1 11:00 1

11:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

«P
«B
89

News X

| Jeopardy! X

ER -

reSCNtws

TBA

College Football

[Early Edition Lt

USN" [Martial law "Funny Mone)

College Football Bowing Green State at Toledo i Live)

NewsS

Cash Eiplosion Wind on Water "Prior X

Walker. Teus Ranger "War Cry'

NewsX

Cupid (In Stereo) I

News |

Dirty Dancing"

Pretender Crazy" I

Profiler "Coronation' X

News!

Sat. Night Live

Austin City limits (R) (In Stereo)

Lawrence Walk Show: American

Baliykissangsl River Dance-

Crown-Country [Crown-Country

New Red Green

New Red Green

Sessions at Wes 5*th (in Stereoi

3D
63
CD
33

Travels-Europe

Travels-Europe

Lawrence Walk Show: American

Great Railway Journeys X

Antiques Roadshow X

Keeping Up

Keeping Up

Slevie Ray Veughan: A Tribute

rtercules-Jrnys

V.I.P. (In Stereo)

TBA

Mad TV iR] 'ir Stereo) X

[World Series Game 1 - Atlanta Braves or San Diego adres at Cleveland Indians or New Yc*k Yankees X
Showbu Collection

Home Improve. [Home Improve. [Friends Pi.ot

[Friends X

MoeshaX

eJfalToween!

£ £ £ & £ £ £££££;££££:££££

Display Personals

OuterTimitsX

a>

(5 00) Natural History Collectibles

&

_ ' , Happy 21st

' **' .§£ Birthdays!

Showbiz Collection

[CkieteesX

IMerey Point "Opposing Views "I

INewsX

"We love you
guys!"

Hew York Undercover (in Slereoi

[FrasierX

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Movie: .»'» "ouood Aiey (1955 Adventure) John Wayne. X

Uovie •* ~Charro>' (1969, Western) Elvis Presley. Ina Balm

Movie: ttt Tammy and me Bacneror"(l957)

COM

Bob-Margaret

Kaufman: Hollywood

One right Stand | Jeff Foiworthy

Robin Williams: Off the Wan (R)

South Park W

DISC

Resurrecting the Mammoth (R)

FBI Files "Above the law' ,R)

Secrets of the Humpback Whale

Deep Sea. Deep Secrets Ri

Justice Files Set-Styled Justice"

ENC

Movie: ••« "The Thn<0/»A«"(t9e 3. Comedy) Dons Day X

[Critic

Movie: ••• '7>-eGrea(GalsBy-|i974. Drama)RobertRedford.MiaFanow I

ESPN PGA GoH: las Vegas Invitatonai [College FootbaH. Michigan ai Nonrwestem (lrve)X
Uovie: ee'r "Survive (he Savage Sea"(1992 Drama 1 Robert Urch
fAM Movie: farir«iuake«iA»wYor«-!t99e. Suspense) GregEvigan X
HBO

Movie: ••• "Scroogeo" 11968 Comedy, Bui Murray PG-13X

Movie: tt',' The Uan Wno Knew Too L«ie"( 1997)

ujST

History Undercover "The Chan

Secrets of World War H(fi)

History of Dow Jones

HTV IRock N Jock Presents: The Game Riilr Stereo'

SC

jBestol Rock N Jock B-BallJan [Reel World I

vlovie t .

Ho*

Mean Scream (Ri

Speed' Crash! Rescue! iRj

TNT

,5 00) Movie: ••• for a Fe» Daws Wore" (1965) Clml Eastwood

Coastermania (R

Pop-Up Video

SUNDAY

IMovie: "Snot Througn me Hearr"('998 Drama! Lmus Roache. X

[GancReiarM

Secrets of World War II (R)

Secrets of World War II (R)

Secrets of World War H(R)

Road Rules iRj [Road Rules iP,

Celebrity Death | Cartoon Sushi

True We "I'm a Porn Star" (R|

Movte: t1: "TheHowmjw T(«Fre»s"|1991>BYrjnrjanHughes.

Mystery Science Theater 3000 <Fi:

Sports Disasters (RI

Speed! Crash! Rescue! (Pi

[Mike Tyson Story (R.

Acme Hour
Sins ol the City (In Stereo) X

[Top 10 Countdown oo 10 r-its 'R Rock-Romeo.

[Silk Stalkings R) (In Stereo) X

Movie: ttt La Banoa (1967! A lact-based account ol Ritchie Valens ('94,-59 career

[Rock-Romeo.

[American Gral.

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!
Size shown: 2 column x 2" = $20
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15

m

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
ITS BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 MEWS

OCTOBER 18,1998

12:00

12:3(1

DYOU
NOW?

l(M)

NFL Today «

<B

Sportscenter

La Femme Nikfta Fuzzy logc" I The Net Harvest" (In Stereo) I

-Jana and Megan

New Detectives: Case Studies

r-eMan iV.inO-.efledShe«"|1985)

Famous Families "The Jacksons The First Family ol Poo' fin Stereo)

Scooby Doo Meets the Boo Brothers

T

[Pop-Up Video

OstaMajMBttM Ml FoMrjrtJn

Movie: tttt "TheuSring (1973: TwoL^resswverarOTmenpioiwsvnndleacnrrieixd IMovie: tt' The Gm'0987. Horror) Stephen Oorti

|Be«bejuice
IGhosts-Scooby jFlmtstonetX
TOON DaWlaiulta
USA (530)Movie: tt "Boomerang" (1992. Comedy) EdC^V.rph, X
VHt

Rmber WENN

College Football Pac-iOGame - Teamsto Be Announced (Live)

qV Trie PebrrtfTI 1969. Horror) Prvkp Daws

TLC

[Movie: ti .

College Ganenight

College Football: Conference USA Cortege Football Big 12 Game - Teams lo Be Announced (live)

SCl Ft Irrystary Science Theater 3000 P

[Viva Variety IR.i

NFL Football Crennati Bengals at Tennessee Oilers From Vanderbet StarJum (Live) 3

Gary Pinkel

Gary Blackney

Movie: ••• Private Seflfami" 11980 Comedyi GokM Hawn

Toledo Storm

TBA

:PA

gj

Firing line

Editors

Qj)

Woodwnght

Am Woodshop

i NFL Sunday (in Stereo) X

Paid Program

P:nd PlOrjnW

Success-Education

TBA

Movie: Murder m me First' ^1995) An attorney represents a brutalized prisoner of AJcatfaz

Ea*aia.ames-au,:0er

Legendary Lighthouses I

Market-Market

Week-Busmess"]McUjghlin

This Old House [Home Cooking

Great Desserts IChristina Cooks America Sews

TBA

Major leaguo Soccer: Ea'-'em Conlerence Fetal Game 2

Sewing-Nancy

NFL Football Wasnigrc Peask's atMemesota VAmgs. From«• HubenH Humphrey Metrodome X

[Mclaughlin-

Lawrence Walk Show: American

Nova Chasing El Nno1' |ln Stereoi
rhaMssrMt

ut10%
72,000
Is in
use
ave been
thoroughly
screened for
toxicity.1

SvatMnup

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Chicago Bears From Soktrar Fiek) X

IColleclible Knives

CD

[Collectible Knives

gj I Movie: -Waiters ol me Lost Art" 11981 > An archaeology races Nazis to find a powerful rel«. [Home Improve. INHL Hockey Calgary Flames al Detrol Red Wrigs. From (he Joe Lous Sports Arena

[Coach :s

CABLE STATIONS
ft, orama) Mane Lanza

i:e* cnarrrjr (1969. western) Elvis Presley ina Bair

Movie: ••• 1nn«rspace"|i9e7. Science Fcton) Dennis Q.,a<]
Storm Warning! | Discovery News Into Unknown

INC

(it 35)Movie: • TheSrup<fs'X

Tstrange-True

Movie: ••• The Great Garsc,

ESPN (1I« Sunday NFL Countdown
Real Ghoslbslrs IHarveytoon

Public Enemies on the Rock iR i

msBsm

Fishing FLWTour.

I ...

Bad Dog

Invtsible Places' Subtropoiis' (R)

Monster Farm

Horse Racincj: Breeders' Fulurey

PGAGOII

3 F-iends. Jerry

Outrageous!

Pecwre Play

. a facoannra i j

HBO

'' ': Movie. Super Mnp/j K

Movie:•e-reenWor(!9e5.ComeaylM«Jiae:J Foi PG I

Movie: • 'Anjconda-;i997) Jerviiter Lopez PG-13'

HIST

1' OOi Movie: Lelt-HentJe<r

Big House B C

Big House (R)X

Big House (R) X

Best ol Rock N Jock B-Ball Jam

Rock H Jock Presents The Game |R) (In Stereo)

Real World X

SC

I Real World ,H

TUT

Bigf

Women's College Volleyball Hou:'

PBA Bowling; Servor Tour (R)
Web H

Cool Tech Ri

Flash Ho .- MkVa] !' Ml

Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story (Rj

i.-. Ihe Heal ol ■!•! U:UM

TOON New Scooby Doo

r R I

Breakin' the law (Ri nn Stereo)

[New Edge Hi
SCItl C-Net Central
TIC Vietnam: The Soldiers'Story R.

"IBantaofBiaClans R:

Women's College Volleyball Siamord al Oregon Slate Ri
I

Twihght Zone « [Movie: tt PuppetUaWf <-(l»93) GorttaiCume

Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story R

Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story |R,

MO».K

I

6:30

[Celebrity Death

Womtn i Coi'ege VclfyW I

PujfSVEkyl

|Vietrvim:Tr»SrjWers,Story|H)

: Ihe Soldiers'Story |R)

Sponsored by the
Center for
Environmental
Programs and
your Campus
Recycling Program

Movie: ttt* "rhe Sfing"(i973) Two Depresson-era con men plot to swindle a crvne lord [Movie: ttt "Hour ot me Gun "(1967. Western) James Gamer. Jason Robards
Beetleiulos

Movie: tt* 'La0amr;a'(1967 Biography)

SI \1>U
I 6:00

[Show-Funny

Movie: tt. Star Trtl F.rstContact"t1996) PG-13"

lAddams Fsenlly [Road Rovers

IGotbiiia

Super Friends

I

7:00

-

[Video Collection [Rock-Roll Jeo.

I

7:36

[

8:00

IfeumberOnta

I

8:30

Pop-Up Video

I

9:00

1

Bugs Bunny I Daffy

USe, |'I'OC'Movie: tt "SpiirhngHeirs" Movra:***j "ThreeFug*ves"( 1989 Corrvjrjy)NickNota» (InSiereo)X Movie: ttt -ThraaMinandaBaOy ii967 Comedy) TomSetteck,I

I

IHard Time <R

■■€ Yupceti Take Vanhawn" (1984. Comedy). Frank Or | G-ear flee

Dog Shew

River City Dog Show San Anlono

Mouse-Monster Eek'stravag

Movie: eet "*4arredlome*i»"(l9e8.CcmedyllAchelePfetler

1 Secrets of the Humpback Whale

'974 r>an-al Ftobert Hedlord. Mia Farrow X

Great Romance

Man Who Cried Abel Mason leaves home

Movie:e«« Bu»rjVriam"(19r»,Comedy-L>ama|l(evinCoslner

[Pop^lp Video

I

9:30

[Hard Rock Live IRI (In Stereo)

I 10:00 |

Movie: ttt "Cry-BaOylHSOIX
top 10 Countdown T>; ' ] RE :R

10:30 1 11:00 1

11:30 1

»MlJMUO«=» 1
60 Minutes m

[touched by an Angel >

Movie

fmmaji*^rY^!99Maiitlt»jnr>»r«aKeTO
[Practice "The Delenders-1

ER (In Slereo) I

News!

SisketiEben

ABC Wld News

Movie: tt. 'i "jm rruncnoac* o' Notre Dame" 11996. Drama) X

News S

NBC News

Dateline in Stereo) I

Movie: '4IVi»pr Their Own (1998) 4a Thompson Several generators of women experience changvig roles

News ;:

Pensac ola-Wing

Lawrence Welk S tow: American

Beethoven Lives Upstairs X

Nature (In Stereo) X

Maeletpleci Theatre Wutnerng Heights" (in Stereo) X

Uonly Python

Monly Python

£Q

Tony Brown

Natural World X Natural Work) I Nature tin Stereo!«

Masterpiece Theatre' Wutherng Heights" (In Slueo) I

Mystery! Touchmg Evri I

ff)

NFL Football Dai'as Cowboys al Chicago Bears s

CD

(5 00) CoHectrbte Knives

Gemttones

Home Improve. |Home Improve. [Star Trek: Voyager Night'X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine I

Religion-Ethics

20/70!'

News «

News ft

0)
33
fr£

World Serves Game 2 - Atlanta Braves or San Diego Padres at Cleveland Indians or New York Yankees X

[Sehlnd-Scnurt- Movie:.tt', "A Hov

[News I

MoviTtt""rheLone>yU*<-{W)JackPalance

cov

Movie: ttt fririerspace-(1987 Sc#nceFiOion)Dennts0u'd

Movie: ttt -8ui"Ourram-(t98i,Comedy-Drama)KevviCoslnar.

South Park CO

MC

Manhunters The US Marshals

WM OMeovery Mother Nature"

SWAT Team

ENC £ 25) Movie' ttt The Great fiace'i 1965 Comedy/ Tony Curtis I
[NFL Primetime
ESPN PGA GoH. LAS Vegas Invnatonai [SportaeerMr
FAM, Movie ••• "OurwrjnOieotsrn' (1996. Comedy) Jason Aknander
HBO

(430)Movie:

HIS'

!5 00: Battle of the Clans R)

MTV

Celebrity Death j Celebrity Death

SC

rVomen's CoWsas Volleyball

SOFI

|

•

Mats

|Movie: Tne Naked Gun! 1/7 rTteSmerTor-feWX

•''..■'".'■.•■'

[Great Ships "The Bitriesr-.cs
Real World I

[Real World X

Movie: tt Casper A SoirtetlBegmmg-^Kl) SteveGullenberg X

South Part iRi

[South Part (R)

[South Part |R)

Justice Files SeH-Styied Justice'
Mom... BW vnreri 19861 Kyle MacLachlan
ThnNs * Sp*. [ESPNews

|Sportscenter I

[Movie .. "Coljnto UnOercover 11994 Mystery! Peter Fa* X

flock N'Jock Video Warn- >

n Stereo)

Rock N' Jock PresenU: The Game (R) (In Stereo)

Goin Deep

FOX Sports Newt

FOX Sports News

Sightings (R) (In Stereo) X

Space Above and Beyond X

World of Amusement

Greeleat Thril Rides (R)

B*t)n0c*larFun

Htelory Undercover R

[ChrlsRockl

Sworn to Secrecy (R|

Greatest IM Rides

Animaniacs

[Transition

Tain of Hit Gun Early Guns

Earth 2 Alter the Thaw (In Stereo) Alien Nation il-Stcreoj C

Movie: Volt lor the De*f 11998. Western) Em to Esieve; X

VUrlin I

Movie:., tooxied to Love ',1997) Meg Ryan R'X|Motrie: .* "Kss me ans": 1997 Suspense) Morgan Freeman FfX

Spacr- Above and Beyond

TN-

[Sports Xtra

|Auto Racing CART FedEi Champonsnvj Series -Gok) Coast Carwai

Howd They Do That?

Eye of the Storm. R

[Jafeberjaw

[US NavySEAU

Movie: The Engrrsh Pawii (199«) Flashbacks reveal a plane-crash survivor's irageuie

[Soccer English Prcmer League - Teams to Be Announced

TLC

TOON Hong Kong

R

X-FHea Sanguawium" (In Stereo)

u5Z^^^wr<9eim&lW

AMC

[Witness Protectioi Program

[TBA

jemstones (Lett m Progress)
[New York Undercover Garbage

[True Action Adventures |R)
[Cut (In Stereo)

Movie: "The Va-.wg ,'1993! A woman sabrjuctron leads her lover on a tr.ree-year search Movie: • Ccora (1986. Drama) Sylvester Stallone

[Scooby Doo

Fhntstones X

[Tex Avery

ToonHaads

[Tom and Jerry

HillMly Brue

Johnny Bravo

Cow 4 Chicken [Oexter'sleb

USA

5 00) Movie: Crv-8ao*"(i990)X WWF Sunday Night Heat

PacKic Blue "Curing Edge I

S*ltaeUnge (in Stereo)!

La Femme NSkrte (R) (In Stereo) I The Net "Harvest" (In Stereo) I

VHI

riollywd-Vinyl

MlchaatJack.

Behind the MUSK (R) {In Stereo)

Storytellers "Sheryi Crow"

[Fourplew (R)

RodSlewan

[Madonna

p

[Artist Video

.f.

Legends "Ekon John" (In Stereo)

\

'

Miller, 1997. Living in the
Environment.

I'lwWW
* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *

In synch
with movies

•ft*:'* H>1*

One of my favorite things
to do is to watch The Wizard
of Oz while listening to Pink
Floyd's classic album Dark
Side of The Moon.
For those of you that don't
know, if you start the CD,
immediately pause it, then
unpause it when the MGM
lion roars for the first time on
screen, you will see a series
of remarkable synchronicities between the two. The
tone of each song seems to fit
the scenes in the movie, and
sometimes the lyrics even
match the action.
The result is amazing and
a lot of fun to watch. While
this may seem unusual and
incredibly rare, it's not the
only example. There are
many other cases in which a
movie (or just part of a
movie) are in synch with a
CD.
Take Fantasia (1940), for
example. This classic animated piece from Disney could
very well be the first music
video, with its breathtaking
visuals set to classical pieces
of music. Although, it has
been discovered that it can
also be set to Smashing
Pumpkins' album Siamese
Dream.
To make this work, you
must start the CD right when
the conductor first raises his
hands. If done correctly, the
result is amazing and immediately noticeable. For example, during the first track,
"Cherub Rock," the lights in
the film seem to periodically
vary according to changes in
the music. And even though
the songs are not the same
length as the scenes in the
movie, almost every song
changes at an appropriate
point in the film.
However, the most striking coincidences occur during the "dinosaur" portion of
the film. Here, almost everything is in synch, from the
lyrics to the tone of the
music. It is simply unbelievable.
Another great synch is
with another Pink Floyd CD,
Meddle and the sci-fi epic,
Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A
Space Odyssey. However, this
one is set up a little differently. First of all, it doesn't work
for the whole movie, only the
last sequence, "Jupiter and
Beyond The Infinite."
Also, it only uses the last
•>■ See SYNCHS, page N-3

■

Hispanic
Heritage Month
activities

"Hybridity, Culture and the Fourth |
World" is the title of
an interactive discussion
with
Guillermo Gomez. Pena, award-winning author
and performance artist, and
guest Roberto Sifuentes from
9:30 to 11 a.m. today in 217
Shatzel Hall. This event is free.
"Mango Street and After: A
Conversation with Sandra Cisneros" will be presented at 12:30
p.m. today in the Wankelman
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center.
Cisneros is a poetry, essayist and
fiction writer. Part of Hispanic
Heritage Month activities and a
campus
visit
by
Latino
MacArthur Scholars, the program is free.

Reviews of Depeche Mode's
double CD, Cake's "Prolonging the Magic" and lisahall
in this week's Sound Parade

Rob Zombie's new compilation "Halloween Hootenanny" attempts to capture the Halloween spirit.

NEW MUSIC
►>- N-2

CD REVIEWS
►»- N-2
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Theater
newcomers
play The
Clowns'
□ This year's Newcomer's Production,
Those That Play the
Clowns, features a
young and talented
cast.
ByANAPEREIRA
The BG News
A play within a play, with
major turning
points
performed by a
troupe of more than 30 very talented first year students, is one
of the many aspects featured in
Those That Play the Clowns.
The play, written by Michael
Stewart and directed by Teresa
Durbin, takes its original concept from Shakespeare's Hamlet.
The clowns, or travelling bands
of actors who played the comic
roles in Elizabethan theater, are
the main characters.
The
production
centers
around a quartet of actors who
were invited to the castle of Elsinore to perform for the King and
Queen of Denmark at the
request of Hamlet. What happens to the company after this
unsuccessful
performance
includes a stage fight, a love triangle and some moments of
pure hilarity provided by Valentia Ponti (Angie Penzone) and
Soren
Brandos
(Patrick
Mahlmann).
Nicole Stannard also does a
great job as Frau Gerdes, the
owner of the country inn where
the quartet spends the night.
Stannard accurately plays a

character motivated by strong
emotions, noticeable in her performance throughout the play
through facial expressions.
This year's Newcomer's Production also has some of the
designers and technicians being
first year students. According to
director Teresa Durbin, a doctoral student in theatre, it helped
make the production more representative of what it was
intended to be. The Newcomer's
Productions have traditionally
been intended as a way to get
new students involved in theater
and make the transition from
high school to college drama.
The set, designed by Rachel
Ferrary, is simple but appropriate to the context, portraying
inside and outside scenes of 16th
century Denmark. The lighting,
courtesy of theater graduate student Joseph Corcoran, created
and intensified the mood in different scenes with high intensity
and distinctive colors. Rebecca
Vincent's costumes add an element of realism to the play, effectively and historically portraying the time period and location.
Those That Play the Clowns is,
above all, a play about choices
and decisions, a theme very
appropriate to first year college
students. Despite the slow pace
of the first act, the choices made
by the director, actors and
designers make this production
worthy entertainment for the
weekend.
Those That Play the Clowns will
be performed today, tomorrow
and Sunday at 8 p.m. in Joe E.
Brown Theatre. All seats are $4,
and tickets can be reserved by
calling the box office at 372-2719.

Also being presented for free music and play with Jim Gill,
today from 2 to 4 p.m. is "Latinos nationally known specialist in
in the Heartland: Communica- music, dance and child developtions about the Myths and Reali- ment, will be presented for chilties of the Latino Experience" in dren ages three to sight and their
the Community Suite of the Stu- families in Bryan Recital Hall of
dent Union.
the Moore Musical
Participants include Latino Arts Center. The
MacArthur Scholars Ruth Behar, banjo player will
Ernesto Cortes Jr., Guillermo perform songs from
Gomez-Pena, Hugo Morales, his two award-winMaria Varela and Baldemar ning
recordings. fl
Velasquez. Also taking part will Admission is $2. For rickets call
be guest Roberto Sifuentes.
372-7870.
On Oct. 20, the BGSU Tuba
and Euphonium Ensemble presents Octubafest II, a program of
chamber music for brass ensembles at 8 p.m. in the Bryan Recital
The University's
Hall.
International Film
Then, on Oct. 21, BGSU's resiSeries continues on
dent faculty wind quintet, Venti
Oct. 19 with the
da Camera, will appear at 8 p.m.
showing of "Tonio * in Bryan Recital Hall. Music facand Kroger," a 1964 German film ulty member pianist Jane Soiose
directed by Tolf Thiel, at 8:15 will assist on the chamber music
p.m. in the Gish Film Theater. program. Quintet members
This subtitled film is free.
Judith Bentley (flute), John Bentley (oboe), Kevin Schempf (clarinet), Nancy Lutes (bassoon) and
Herbert Spencer (horn) will perform an arrangement of Johann
Tonight at 7, a concert of Christian Bach's "Quintet in E-

Foreign Films at
Gish Theater

Banjos, tubas and
wind quartets

Photo provided
Oprah Winfrey (center) start as Sethe, Thandie Newton (left) stars as Beloved and Kimberly Elise
(right) stars as Denver, in "Beloved."

'Beloved' falters
with confusing plot
The Associated Press
It could have been
so resonant, so memorable: a Reconstruction-era tale of compromise,
mother- *
hood, racial politics
and ghosts. Sadly, though,
Jonathan Demme's "Beloved" is
a disappointment, a hodgepodge of images and unsatisfying storytelling.
Based on the Toni Morrison
novel, "Beloved" chronicles the
life of Sethe (Oprah Winfrey), a
former slave living with her
daughter in a farmhouse outside
Cincinnati eight years after the
Civil War.
flat Major, Op. 11, No. 4" by John
Bentley, as well as "Fantasy on a
Fugue by J.S. Bach, Op. 27" by
Lowell Liebermann and "Quintet" by John Steinmetz. This
event is free.

Harvest Moon
Dance Saturday

Their life is simple and
streaked
with melancholy.
Sethe's husband never joined
her after she escaped from a
cruel Kentucky plantation called
"Sweet Home." Her other
daughter, who died as a baby,
haunts the house so virulently
that Sethe's two sons leave when
they are still young. Still, Sethe
insists the haunting is not malevolent. "It ain't evil," she says.
"Just sad."
Into this sad homestead walks
Paul D (Danny Glover), a friend
of Sethe's from Sweet Home
who has been on the move for 16
years. He moves in, sees the
emotional and physical scars

that slavery imprinted upon
Sethe, and his deep affection for
her grows into passion.
Sethe's living daughter, the
blooming Denver (Kimberly
Elise), is battling with her own
demons. The haunting, and her
mother's suffocating love, have
kept her in the house, undermined her education and made
her a pariah. She is frustrated
and sad, and needs a change.
When her baby sister's ghost
falls silent, Denver is skeptical.
"I think the baby ain't gone," she
breathes. "I think the baby got
plans."
Then, one crisp fall afternoon,

Roger Schupp, percussion, on Oct. 22 in
a lecture recital at
noon in Bryan Recital
Hall. Titled "Arrgh!!, fl
I Don't Want To Do
That Stuff!," the program will
explore methods of preparation
for performing electronically
enhanced music. The work
"Dragons in the Sky" for hom,
percussion and tape by Mark
Shultz will be the piece demonstrated and performed. This
event is free.

limited.

•> See BELOVED, page N-3

Royal Crown
Revue to play at
Citi Theater

Friday,
Oct.
23,
Warner Bros,
"Spotlight on
recording
Hollywood" is
artist Royal
the theme of the
Crown
annual
BGSU
Revue will
Harvest
Moon
perform an all ages show at the
Dance, which will be held from 8
Citi Theater, 209 N. Superior St.,
p.m. to midnight in the Lenhart
downtown Toledo. Tickets are
Grand Ballroom on Saturday.
$12 in advance and $14 the day
Music will be provided by the
of the show. Doors open at 8 p.m.
Johnny Knorr Orchestra. Reser"Standing on
■ Tickets are available at all Ticketvations, $25 per person, can be My Knees," John ^
master locations. Boogie Records
made by calling BGSU's Contin- Olive's play about r,_^"f""> ,- in Toledo and also at the Citi
uing Education, International & a young poet who
\— r\
Theater. You can charge by
Summer Programs at 372-8181.
comes to terms
\^)
phone at (419) 474-1333.
with the schizo^~~^
On Friday, Nov. 6, the "Rock
phrenia that undermines her art, Never Stops" tour, featuring
her life and her love, will be Quiet Riot, Warrant and Slaughstaged at 8 p.m. Oct. 21 to 24 and ter, will descend upon the Citi
at 2 p.m. Oct. 24 in Elsewhere Theater. Yikes! On Nov. 8, FastProduction space on the fourth ball will play with opening guest
BGSU's Faculty Artist Series floor of South Hall, Admission is Joan Joans. Finally, on Nov. 15,
continues with a performance by $3 at the door. There are no Johnny Winter will play at the
Herbert Spencer, hom, and advance ticket sales. Seating is Citi Theater.

"Standing" staged
at Elsewhere

Faculty Artist
Series features
Herbert Spencer

»
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Cake: Prolonging
the Magic
1996-Capricorn
Jettisoning irony for the sake
of creativity. Cake's multi-talented lead singer John McCrea has
masterminded the band's best
album thus far, Prolonging the
Magic.
It's obvious from the tonguein-cheek title of the album that
all irony has not been eradicated.
The title presumably refers to
their last effort, Fashion Nugget,
which featured the genre-hopping, platinum single "The Distance."
The opening song, "Satan is
My Motor," is a hilarious and
melodic indictment of the
world's radical moralists. The
crisp guitars and lean production set the stage for the following tracks. The second tune,
"Mexico," finds the band reinventing themselves in the spirit
of Hank Williams—pedal steel
and all.
McCrea's laconic, neo-Beat
poet speak-vocals remind me at
once of Mark Mothersbaugh and
M. Doughty (of Soul Coughing),
but his penchant for sugarysweet pop conventions and his
vocal ability have most definitely increased since the band's last
outing. Cake has also diversified
their already schizophrenic
sound, deciding this time
around to include moog synthesizers and musical saws along
with the normal trumpets and
keyboards (Neutral Milk Hotel,
anyone?).
The result is surprisingly
coherent and palatable, given the
fact that many similar efforts
have failed in this territory. Fusing gangsta rap sound effects,
muted basslines, James Bond-ish
surf rock and mariachi homs
isn't easy, but Cake manages to
make it sound natural and even
gratifying.
The songs wear a little thin
after repeated listens, but only
because they're so instantly
familiar. They remain stuck to
your brain for hours after they're
played, especially tracks like,
"Let Me Go" (which features triumphantly
intricate
guitar
work), "Sheep Go to Heaven,"
"Where Would I Be?" and "You
Turn the Screw."
The last song features some of
the most sarcastic lines on the
album: "It's what you do/It's
natural/punk rock/red, white

Thankfully, McCrea knows
the value of restraint and appropriateness, which saves good
songs like "Cool Blue Reason"
from coming off as hair-metal
power ballads or the usual radiofriendly crap.
Cake blends genres but
retains the flavor of their distinct
influences. The chords may be
simple and the production
straightforward, but Prolonging
the Magic is about as much rock
n roll fun as you can have in this
postmodern, electronic musical
age.
-John Wenzel

Depeche Mode:
The Singles 86 > 98
1998 - Rspnse/Mule Records

video retrospective will be
released as a cross-marketed
companion to the CD. It includes
the 25-minute, previously unreleased "Depeche Mode - A Short
Film" in addition to the anthology of all Depeche Mode videos
and the video for the newest
track "Only When I Lose
Myself." The two-hour tape also
includes an introduction with
extra live footage and video outtakes.
Depeche Mode is currently
touring (their first tour in four
years!) so keep your eyes peeled
for American dates.
-Natalie Flickinger

lisahall:
Is This Real?
1998-Reprise

Various Artists:
Halloween Hootenanny
1998-Zombie A Go-Go
Halloween is the time of the
year for children to go trick or
treating, parents to sift through
candy for razors and music fans
to dust off their White Zombie
records.
This year is no different, with
the release of Halloween Hootenanny from Zombie A Go-Go
records. Perennial scary-man
Rob Zombie has asked some of
his favorite Halloween-themed
bands to throw in a song for this
19 track record.
Zombie displays his creative
talents by illustrating the cover
art of the record. The line-up of
bands is certainly one to frighten
any Kenny G fan. There are
appearances by Reverend Horton Heat, Southern Culture on
the Skids, Deadbolt, Rocket
From the Crypt and even Rob
Zombie himself. The list of
bands goes on, but the theme is
obviously Halloween fun.
The opening is a haunting little tale written by Rob Zombie,
certain to scare away most technical poets. Then it screams into
tracks like "The Halloween
Dance," "I Drink Blood" and "A
Fistful of Terror," to
name a mere fraction
of the songs.
Fans of Rocket
From
the
Crypt
might want to check
this compilation out to hear lead
singer Speedo's take on a Misfits-like "1 Drink Blood," and
fans of the ghastly goons in the
recently broken-up White Zombie will certainly need this
record to hear their favorite lead
man Rob Zombie be as creative
as Halloween can let him.

:
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For the average Joe-listener

and blue."

though, this disc might not be
anything more than a one-time
party favorite. Sure, it's a great
album to throw on while you're
carving a pumpkin or watching
Child's Play 3, but that's about all
it is. I doubt you'll want to break
it out at Christmas, or any day
other than Halloween. But it is
an action-packed compilation,
with loads of horrifying guitars
and screaming vocals. Halloween
Hootenanny goes great with Halloween, but unfortunately not
every day is Halloween (as Rob
Zombie wishes it was).
-Michael Planicka

Education Abroad Fair

Depeche Mode is the band
that started it all. Well, at least as
The debut album Is This Real?
far as starting a huge wave of from lisahall brings a fresh new
popularity in the electronic sound that for once, cannot be
compared to already existing
music genre.
Back in the early '80s, they groups. The sound is amazing,
were new and interesting. Now, the talent visible and the origi18 years after they formed, nality was never more promiDepeche Mode is still as popular nent.
as ever, but they've taken on a
The group originated from
legendary quality.
Chesterfield, England and began
In 1980, Vince Clarke, Andrew playing in neighborhood bars
Fletcher, Dave Gahan and Mar- and impromptu studio settings.
tin Gore formed the group in Led by Lisa Hall, the voice of the
their native country of England. band, the group did all its own
The band started as an instru- songwriting.
The other members, Nip Heemental ensemble, but switched
to full electronics in 1981. This ley, Paul Hopkinson and Steve
switch catapulted the group into Ludlam, put all of their creativia new genre and suddenly there ty together to produce an
was a new kind of music in the extremely sensational album
clubs.
that is full of emotion.
The group's club reputation
The band's casual attitude is
was immense following the what let them create such movrelease of "Photographic" on the ing music. Each member let the
1981 compilation Some Bizzare. others fill in what aspects they
Depeche Mode's first single, themselves were lacking. In
"Dreaming Of Me," was released 1997, after giving a demo tape to
later in the year. The band's main a friend, who eventually sent it
songwriter, Vince Clarke, left in to Reprise Records, the band was
'81 and Martin Gore took over, offered a contract.
becoming one of the most
7s This Real? is nothing less
accomplished songwriters of his than dazzling. It's so intriguing
generation.
and melodic that even after it
Their newest Reprise release, ends the melody is still stuck in
Depeche Mode, Singles 86 > 98, is a your head.
great compilation of the songs
The title track is a warped
that made the band famous. song that's short on lyrics and
With Depeche Mode, there is long in meaning. The track is a
either a following of fans who question, possibly to someone
love the band for their unique that Hall was in a relationship
sound, or people who just can't with, that searches for an answer
stand the music.
as to whether or not her feelings
There are no surprises on this are legitimate.
album, only familiar tunes.
The confusion expressed indiEveryone will recognize songs cates a complicated love, as do
like "Personal Jesus," "Enjoy the many of the tracks on Is This
Silence," "Policy Of Truth" and Real? (The song is also featured
"Walking In My Shoes." The on the soundtrack of Practical
album also includes the rare Magic.)
"Little 15," which was only
Is This Real? shows that lisareleased as a single in France, hall is a talented group that realand "Only When I Lose Myself," ly knows how to make their indithe band's latest release from vidual talents work together.
this year.
On Nov. 17, a 21-song, 12-year
-Natalie Flickinger
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No wonder th<
citizens of a small
New England island
shun the Owens
women. They are
witches. Not like the fearsome
crones huddling around a caldron and telling the fate of Macbeth. The Owenses are attractive
women who practice white
magic, not the black kind of ill
repute.
White magic can perform
supernatural deeds, though it is
largely benevolent. For the
Owenses, their power is both a
blessing and a curse. The bad
news: Whenever one of the
women falls in love, her man is
not long for this world.
This is the premise of "Practical Magic," a constantly engrossing and surprisingly funny
movie with a knockout cast.
Alice Hoffman's novel has been
filmed under the sure comedic
hand of Griffin Dunne, noted for
his offbeat performances ("After
Hours") and direction ("Addicted to Love").
In an amusing prologue, the
film shows how the Owens
women got that way. An ancestor in colonial times faces hanging, charged with witchcraft.
Using some very practical
magic, she escapes the death
sentence. Her knowledge, as
well as the curse, are handed
down through generations.
The modern recipients are
three generations who share the
large, ominous house that is
feared by other islanders. The
women arc:
Aunts Jet (Dianne Wiest) and
Frances (Stockard Channing),
ages unknown, keepers of the
magic secrets, which they aim to
hand down to the next generation.

Nieces Sally (Sandra Bullock)
and Gillian (Nicole Kidman),
who have been raised by the
aunts and harbor mixed feelings
about continuing the family tradition.
Youngsters
Kylie
(Evan
Rachel Wood) and Antonia
(Alexandra Artrip), daughters of
Sally and targets of schoolmates'
taunts.
Sally is blissfully married, but
her husband suffer'- the fate of
all men who marry into the family. Both sisters begin to believe
that the debits of their heritage
outweigh the benefits. Gillian,
the more unstable sister, abandons the family for a riotous life
in Arizona.
Gillian becomes involved
with Jimmy (Goran Visnjic), a
brutal drifter. When fun turns to
violence, the desperate Gillian
puts out a call for her sister.
Together they dispose of Jimmy.
Or do they? He has an annoying
habit of reappearing.
The case attracts the interest
of an Arizona detective (Aidan
Quinn), who visits the Owens
residence to ask questions. Now
the real fun begins.
The writing talents of Robin
Swicord, Akiva Goldsman and
Adam Brooks crafted Hoffman's
book into an intriguing, funny
tale with just enough thrills to
satisfy the horror addicts.
Bullock brings the needed
tone of credibility to "Practical
Magic," while Kidman delivers
excitement and unpredictability.
As for the aunties, they are terrific. Overdressed in ageless outfits, Wiest and Channing complement one another with charm
and self-assurance that witchcraft is a valid and beneficial
occupation.
The ever-reliable Quinn contributes a welcome note of sani'y-

% Top 5
FILMS

IS

1. "Ante." DreamWorks
2. "Rush Hour." New line
Cinema
3. "What Dreams May
Come," Polygram
4. "A Night at the Roxbury,"
Paramount
5. "Holy Man." Buena Vista

1.
2.
3.
4.

ALBUMS
1. "Vol. 2... Hard Knock
Ufe." Jay-Z. Roc-A-Fella.
2. "Aquemlnl." Outkast.
LaFace.
3. The Love Movement." A
Tribe Called Quest. Jive.
4. The Miseducauon of
Lauryn Hill," Lauryn HU1.
Ruffhouse. (Platinum)
5. The Globe Sessions."
Sheryl Crow. A&M.

SINGLES

"ER," NBC
"Friends." NBC
"Frasler." NBC
"NFL Monday Night Football: Minnesota at Green
Bay." ABC
5. "Veronicas Closet." NBC

1. "One Week." Bare
naked Ladies. Reprise.
2. The First Night." Monica.
Arista. (Platinum)
3. "I Don't Want to Miss a
Thing." Aeroamith.
Columbia. (Gold)
4. "How Deep Is Your Love,"
Dm Hill (feat. Redman).
5. "Crush." Jennifer Paige.
Edel America. (Gold)
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PBS' film 'Africans in America'
examines the roots of slavery
The Associated Press

that quickly," Bagwell said.

of slave laws and the westward
spread of slavery fueled by cotton farming.
Inventor Eli Whitney's marvel, the cotton gin, was great for
the American economy but, we
learn, bad for the cause of black
freedom.
The documentary concludes
with "Judgment Day," focusing
on the pre-Civil War years that
included growing abolitionist
activity and the U.S. Supreme
Court's Dred Scott ruling in 1857
that blacks were not citizens,
thus upholding the Fugitive
Slave Law and leaving blacks
unprotected by the Constitution.
One wrenching segment
tracks the result of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law, which the film
says created a "reign of terror" as
slaveholders exercised their
rights to enter Northern cities
and kidnap long-freed blacks,
and many blacks who were born
free and had never been
enslaved.
Says historian Eric Foner:
"You could think what you
wanted about slavery hundreds
of miles away, but when an individual comes to your community, a black individual fleeing
marshals who are trying to grab
him and send him back into slavery, it puts slavery on a human
level.
"It made people have to
choose," Foner says in the film.
The program's producer
would like to see viewers make a
choice as well: to consider how
the past shaped racial perceptions in America and continues
to inform race relations.
To allow slavery to be implemented and supported, Americans had to be convinced that
lifelong bondage of a people was
acceptable, Bagwell said.
"That began the slow movement toward creating ideas of
racial differences and creating
ideas of moral justification. ... It
set up ideas about what makes
these people enslavable and
what allows others to be free,"
he said.
The result was a society with a
stake in casting whites as superior and blacks as inferior, a society with ingrained prejudices.
"If you're looking at something that lasts 240 years, one
generation after another after
another, you can understand
how entrenched those ideas can
become. And how they become
not just beliefs but, at a certain
level, what some would think of
as truths."

Angela Bassett, the actress,
LOS ANGELES — Consider provides an effective narration.
these words:
The series also features readings
"When you make men slaves by Andre Braugher, Avery
you deprive them of half their Brooks and William Hurt. A
virtue. ... You set them, in your companion book to the series
own conduct, an example of was co-written by Charles Johnfraud and cruelty, and compel son,
Patricia
Smith
and
them to live with you in that researchers at public television
state of war."
station WGBH Boston. (Smith is
It is hard to imagine a more the Boston Globe columnist who
eloquent condemnation of a was fired for fabricating people
soulless enterprise, or any better and quotations; PBS has said her
source: Olaudah Equiano, who work on the book was thoroughwas kidnapped as a child in ly vetted.)
Africa, enslaved in America in
The documentary's first chapthe 1700s and, finally, emerged a ter, "The Terrible Transformaman who seized freedom.
tion," relates the arrival of a
His is one of many voices handful of African slaves in 1619,
heard in "Africans in America: just 12 years after the first
America's Journey Through colonists landed at Jamestown. It
Slavery," an incisive and stirring was a precursor to a lucrative
four-part PBS documentary. It human trade that ultimately
airs 8 to 9:30 p.m. EDT Monday would ensnare more than 20 milthrough Thursday (check local lion black Africans. Most perlistings).
ished along the horrific "middle
Using personal stories to give passage" across the Atlantic
life to history is a favored tech- Ocean to
nique of today's nonfiction film- the Amerimakers, and "Africans in Ameri- cas,
ca" makes the most of it. With which
18th- and 19th-century diaries shiploads
and other sources, many recently of chained
discovered, the series allows human
people to illuminate themselves beings
and their time.
were
Here is farmer George Wash- stacked like firewood, given litington, the future president, tle if any food or water and virstriking a business deal: "I will tually no fresh air.
take sue or more negroes ... relyBy 1738, the Carolina colony's
ing on your word that the whole population had a black majority:
are healthy, and none of them They outnumbered whites by
addicted to running away. The two to one. By 1750, when Georlatter I abominate...."
gia legalized slavery, every corThe irony of a man who ner of British North America
would help win the American allowed slave-owning.
colonies' freedom from Britain
There was conflict from the
so casually enslaving others is start, with violent slave rebelinescapable. That dichotomy is lions and violent reactions to
at the heart of "Africans in fears of slave uprisings. And the
America."
turmoil was not limited to the
The film dissects the attitudes South: Thirteen slaves were
that allowed for slavery's accep- bumed alive at the stake and 18
tance and how the process affect- hanged in New York in 1741
ed our developing national char- after coerced witnesses alleged
acter and society.
an insurrection plot.
"We tried to broaden the
In "Revolution," the second
series and make it a much more episode, the American colonies
expansive story of the impact of fight for freedom from England
Africans coming to America and as slaves challenge their
what that meant in terms of what bondage. The role of blacks as
this nation would become and soldiers on both sides of the
what its people would ultimate- struggle is detailed, as is the
ly become," said Orlando Bag- nascent split between Northern
well, the project's executive and Southern states over slavery.
director.
"Brotherly Love" looks at the
"It's clear that some of these first four decades of the new
ideas that are bom in this period nation, including the growth of
are ideas we still live with today, Philadelphia's unique free black
attitudes we still live with, community, the role of black
things we cannot change or lose churches in demanding the end
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•f Continued from N-l
Sethe, Denver and Paul D return
home to find a young, almondeyed woman in a flowing dress
(Thandie Newton) laden with
crawling lady bugs slumped
against a tree trunk in their yard.
Childlike and drooling but strikingly beautiful, she says in an
unsettling baby voice that her
name is Beloved.
"Something strange about
that girl," says Paul D.
Matters disintegrate from
there. Strange things begin happening; strange relationships
develop. And, as Sethe takes to
Beloved with a blissful obsession, a dark secret that Sethe has
hidden begins to wend its way
into the open.
The above synopsis only
scratches the surface, because
the plot of "Beloved" is permitted to run wild over the production, with bewildering results.
Relationships
are
often
unclear; the character of Sethe's
late mother-in-law, a charismatic
spiritual woman called "Baby
Suggs" (Beah Richards, in a lovely performance), has a name that
begs confusion with Sethe's
dead daughter; and there are so
many story arcs and false miniclimaxes that it's merely a relief
when, after nearly three hours,
the film ends.
This is not to say that
"Beloved" lacks redeeming qualities. Its production design is
wonderful. Its themes, when

Photo provided
Reunited after 18 years of separation from former Sweet Home Plantation slave Sethe (Winfrey, left) and Paul D (Danny Glover, right) Is
tested by the shattering secrets In her household.

intelligible, resonate. So rarely
are we permitted a glimpse into
the immediate results of what
slavery wrought; for that story to
be told in such a quiet, dignified
manner speaks well of Demme
and his players.
Winfrey, who co-produced
and whose clout ensured the
film was made, delivers a palatable but not dazzling performance. She does make you forget that she's Oprah, but one
wonders what an actress of enor-

mous substance like Alfre
Woodard could have done.
Newton ("Jefferson in Paris")
is lovely, ethereal and expressive, but the one-note character
that the script provides her eventually grows annoying. Far more
memorable are Glover and Elise
("Set It Off"), both of whom offer
muted,
disciplined
performances that carry the film. Look
for Jason Robards in a cameo.
"Beloved" is rated R for adult
themes and torture.

band would have to be in on it,
as would everyone producing
and recording the album.
Even so, many people believe
that Pink Floyd intentionally
does this with all of their
albums, and there are many
websites that list synchs for
every Floyd record. However,
there is no proof to this and no
member of Pink Floyd has commented except Nick Mason, who
said: "It's absolute nonsense, it
has nothing to do with The Wizard OfOz. It was all based on The
Sound Of Music."
Another reason why these
may work so well is that the
movies are all based on striking
visuals. In both the Fantasia and
2007 synchs, there are almost no
words spoken, no on-screen dialogue. They both consist of spectacular visuals. In fact, in the
case of 2001, there is a scene of a
"light tunnel" which lasts several minutes. Just about anything
could synch with that, I think. It
just so happens that "Echoes"
does it quite nicely.
Of course, not all albums
synch with a visually stimulating film. A movie that's almost
all dialogue, such as Chasing

Amy, would probably not synch
with anything, mainly because
not a lot of action is occurring
on-screen. Also, the theme or feel
of the album should match the
feel of the movie. Dark Side and
Oz are both very ethereal and
unusual. I highly doubt that
Metallica's . . .And Justice for All
would fit with The Wizard of Oz
all that well.
Of course this is only the tip of
the iceberg. There are many
great synchs out there, (most of
them involving Pink Floyd). For
information on these synchs and
many others, you may want to
visit The Synchronicity Arkive at
www.xnct.com/-arkiver/synch
/synch.shtml.
Here you'll find information
on many other synchs, and more
detailed instructions on the
synchs I've already mentioned.
There are also many sites dedicated to finding synchs. Surf
around and I'm sure you'll find
some great and truly bizarre
combinations. There's even
rumors of a Marylin Manson and
Willy Wonka And The Chocolate
Factory match up to each other.

SYNCHS
■y Continued from N-l

track of the CD, which is a 23minute piece called "Echoes."
You accomplish this synch by
starting the song right before the
title "Jupiter and Beyond The
Infinite" fades in. The number of
coincidences in this synch are
simply unbelievable.
Almost every scene change in
the movie is accompanied by an
appropriate change in the music.
And even more impressive is the
fact that both the song and the
scene in the movie are almost the
same length. It's very hard to
explain, but the music fits quite
nicely. This must be seen to be
believed; it is clearly the best
coordination of film and sound
I've seen.
Of course, there are many theories as to why this happens
with certain movies. One is that
they are all intentional, and that
the bands simply made their
music to fit the action in the
movie. However, this is probably
not the case.
It would be incredibly difficult to write and record an entire
album to be in synchronization
with a movie. Everyone in the

Now that's a scary thought.

AND
SECOND BALANCE

Saturday 9:45 PM
Ice Arena

IMAGE

BELOVED-

See Julie who
specializes in
Acrylic Nails
Full set is $35

Hair • Tanning • Nails
Mon 9-5; Tues-Fri 9-9; Sat 9-5
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Software Architects, Inc. invites all students interested in pursuing
a career in Information Technology Consulting to attend our
"Meet the Firm Night" Open House.
Whtn:

Monday, October 19, 1998
6:30 - 9:00pm
Whtn: Upstairs of Easy St. Cafe
104 S. Main Straat

This is a great opportunity to learn more about the challenging world
of consulting directly from Bowling Green graduates who have
joined our firm over the yean.

Monday: Monday Night Football
19 and over - No Cover. Cigar Night - Free cigars to the first
15 people through the Door. Beer & Drink Specials.

Tuesday: Open Mic Night.
19 and over - $2.00 cover
21 and over - No cover

Wednesday: Jazz Night
19 and over. S2.00 cover.

Thursday: Band Spotlight
October 22 - Eddie Mac

Friday: Happy Hour and Munchie Buffet
Happy hour - 4:00-9:00 - 21 and over.
Munchie Buffet - 4:00-7:00 - S2.00 cover

Dreu is business casual. Appetizers and beverages will be served.

(At the railroad tracks)

www. mark, com

Mon- Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

Friday and Saturday: D.J. Loutn
19 and over. Under 21 - $3.00 cover. 21 and over - no cover.

I
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The BG News
Tired ol the same old lecture?
Need a change of pace?
Come see stand-up comedian Bob Keene present a dramaoc drunkatogue onOci 19@ 9pm
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

CITY EVENTS

372-6977
Tte M Nrwt -nil
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VV1TCHESBALLII Saturday. OCT 31 II AlternallvM. 13' W Woosler » in BG. Relresh
mints. Costume Contest & more' Runs 9pm 10
wheneverl Tickets $2.50 at Alternatives, or
$3.00 at tha door. For more into, call ALTERNATIVES at 352-7333. or stop in at 131 W
Wooster St. Dual off your broomsticks & fly on
inl WITCHES'BALLI

SERVICES OFFERED
Learn guitar Jaaon Oick Freelance Mustcorvinstruccr with master's degree from
BGSU. For more into contact creative arts
program 372-8177

CAMPUS EVENTS
■ a pi«c* of Ihg puzzia
Programming Workshop
TUMday. Od. 30, 6:00-$:00pm
Alumni Room, Student Union
Loam a>> iha assontiali of planning &
pnManling programs. Sponsored
by fia Otfk* o' Student Life
Do you nood to ratax and have torn* tun?
Com* laugh at comedian RETTAl Find out
about nar "problem" with Kentucky Fried
Chicken and her unusual family background.
Beat ol aUh FREE! So get a dose ol
laughter Oct. 2tat in the Amani Room at
730p.m. For more information contact UAO at
372-2343.
Education Abroad Fair
Thursday, October 22
11:00am-3.00 pm
Lenhart Grand Balroom
Find out how to see the country and get BGSU
credit at the same time! You have the chance
lo see Alaska! Hawaii! Texas' Colorado' New
York! The potsiNittM are endless! THE
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFO
SESSION: Tuesday, October 20. 1906 8 p.m.
3rd toor, Student Union, State Room For detrft calthe co-op program at 2 2A 54
GET INTO THE HALLOWEEN SPIRIT
UAO and the Honors Student Association invite you to "A Night ol Spooks" at the Milion
Dollar Haunted House in Toledo on 10/22/98
Leave BG at 8 15 p.m Cost $20.00. includes
transportation Sign up in 330 Student Union or
104 University Hall from 10/12 to 10/16.
Questions call: 372-2343.

Is there something you want to do to show appreciation for your parents'' Make them Parana of the Yeart Enter the Parents of the Year
Essay Contest. Winning parents wJI be honored during Parents Weekend (Now 6-8). Pick
up full rules in the UAO office (330 University
Union). Essays due in the UAO office by 5.00
pmonQq. 19,1998

Pregnant? Free pregnancy Mala.
Confidential & caring.
354-4873. BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE NOW. End ol season special
$10000 lor student through Oct. 10 minuses
trom BGSU campus. Visa/lvVC accepted
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200

PERSONALS
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Congratulations 10 my Is Sam Rudinger on her
engagement 10 Kevin Mackel Best of luck
sweetie I
Love, Jen
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
CRUELTY-FREE Heallh 4 Beauty aids. Candles. Crystals. Incense, Books. Music and
morel Al ALTERNATIVES. 131 W. Woosler in
BGI Home ol the WITCHES' BALLI Can
352-7333 lor inlol
Do you need to relax and have some !un?
Come laugh at comedian RETTAl Find out
about her "problem'' with Kentucky Fried
Chicken and her unusual lamily background.
Best of al Irs FREE' So get a doae of
laughter Oct. 21 st in the Amaru Room at
7:30p.m. For more information contact UAO at
3722343.
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance

Is there something you want to do 10 show appreciation lor your parents' Make them Parents of the Year' Enter the Parents of the Year
Essay Contest Winning parents will be honored dunng Parents-Family Weekend (Nov
6-8) Pick up lull rules in the UAO office (330
University Union). Essays due in the UAO of
fice by 5:00pm on Oct. 19,1998.
Make your own beer $ wine
Black Swamp Bootleggers
has everything you need
We also have
Premium cigars, punch
macanudo. don Cubano
and more
344 S Mam St '353-7126

MOOELU.N.CALLOUT
The Department of Political Science is now
accpetmg applications tor the 1996-1999
BGSU Model United Nations Team. The dead
ime is Friday, October 23 Stop by Williams
Hall Rm f 111 for an application and more informason

PSYCHIC Readings a Astrology Also goods
tor Health-Conscious. Pagan. Wiccan A other
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. 131 W
Woosler St. here in BG 352 7333.
Think BG is a boring town' Not so Entertainment anchors Kan Howard and Vic FioreHo can
tall you exoting things 10 do weekdays on BG
24 News' Turn to cable channel 24 everyday al
5 30.10:30 and 7 30 a.m.

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements.
Now accepting applications
Call 1 800 892 7318

Days Inn is now hiring all Iront desk positions
tor 1st and 3rd shift. 1st: 7am-3pm. 3rd:
iipm-7am. 352-5211. Apply within.

We're ready to be loving parents. Eager to
adopt a baby. Our family can give a child a lifetime ol happiness, security and most importantly, love Call 1 800-637 7999 anytime Diana
and Tom.

Earn extra money In your spare time call
Mike & 419-423-2623 from 6pm-8pm.

Wednesday's al KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich Michels
Irom 10-2
WITCH STORE7?Well. yes. Tarot. Crystals.
Incense. Oil. Candles. Books, and other items
lor your mind and body. ALTERNATIVES. 131
W. Wooster St. 352-7333

WANTED
2 lublMur* naadad tor iprlng Mm«itir. 2
bdrm.. 1 1/2 Oath turn, apt $520/mo Contact
Greg or Ken at 353-23SS.
SUBLEASER NEEDED Spring semester, lor
spacious 1 bedroom apt. $340/mo plus utilities Call 353-6389

HELP WANTED
$1.000"« WEEKLY!!
Stun envelopes at home tor $2.00 each plus
bonuses. FT, P/T Make $800. weekly,
guaranteed! Free supplies. For details. t»nd
one SASE to; N-181. 12021 VWahire Blvd.
Suite SS2. Los Angeles. CA 90025
$10.80 starting pay. Entry level openings In
■II areas. Full/part time, w/tleilble hrs. No
• xp. needed), training provided.
Coop/acholarshipe awarded, great resume
builder. Call 861-0736.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into caH 203-319-2802.

Desk dark needed midnight-8am Fnday. Saturday. $ Sunday. Longterm position. Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn Apply Mon-Fn 9-3.

Established company looking to fil Sales Manager positions. Send resume to PO Box 4.
Jerry City, OH 43437.
GYM SUPERVISOR
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS A
GYM SUPERVISOR TO OVERSEE ADULT
BASKETBALL LEAGUES AT THE HIGH
SCHOOL BEGINNING OCTOBER 26 AND
RUNNING THROUGH MARCH 1999. RATE
OF PAY IS $5.25. APPLICANTS MUST BE
AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6:00 PM TO
MIDNIGHT MONDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE PARKS
AND RECREATION OFFICE IN CITY PARK
DEADLINE TO APPLY IS OCTOBER 19,
'998
Help Wanted
Part-time quality assurance lab technician
needed. 4-7 pm weekdays. Occasional Saturdays Will train. Apply at Greenline Produce:
12700 S.Dixie Highway
Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Jed's Barbeque A Brew
That realty cool 70s place!
Now hiring full & pan time
Day A night. Kitchen, wait staff A bar
Hiring at premium wages Fun, casual
atmosphere with opportunity to make
lots of money. $500Aveek potential
Ptease call 419-872-1977 or apply
in person M-F between I0am-2pm

$8.50-9.50.hr
Monday thru Fnday
20-25 Hours per week
Immediate positions available
on the
'Midnight shift
I0^0pm-330am
Call 891 -8820
tor more information
EOervVF
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK" 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ..ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$ Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Ftonda, Padre1 Low
Pnoesi Free Meals, Part** A Meals' "Limned
O
I
f
e
r
1800-426- 7710Avww.sunsplashtours.com
Assemblers, sewers, and linen installers
needed on 3rd shift (or local BG company
Starting pay $6/hr Temp to Direct. Call SiaftMark at 419-353-9425. EOEM-F CW
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL
OFFICIALS/SCOREKEEPERS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS BOTH
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS FOR ADULT
LEAGUES LEAGUES BEGIN IMMEDIATELY
AND RUN THROUGH MARCH 1999. APPLY
IN PERSON AT PARKS AND RECREATION
OFFICE IN CITY PARK. DEADLINE TO AP
PLY IS OCTOBER 19. 1999. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE PARKS AND REC
REATION OFFCE AT 354-6223

Thursday's al KAMIKAZE'S
Diners Irom 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long

CALL CENTER CLERICAL
Call Center clerical position: Part-time, 3-7
p.m . Mon.-Fn , occas Sat.: correspondence,
filing and other ott-tne-phone support tor custOfflf service reps

Tuesday sat KAMIKAZES
swing coming..

Campus Pollyeyee Now Hiring
Servers, cooks, commission drivers
Apply between 2-4 only M F

Toyota Camry '86 Auto AM/FM case, 4-door,
cruiee, Bit. rear defroei. 110K miles. Nice condition $2000 080. Call Sam 353-6350.

TELEPHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Telephone Sales Rep to make outbound calls
that mlorm customers and potential customers
ol bank services and products Success will be
measured by contacts and sales. Inside sales
experience and/or banking experience preferred. Part-time 4-8 p.m.. Mon.-Fn . occas
Sat Interested applicants should apply In
person. Sky Technology Resources. Inc.
Operations CIr, 1851 N. Research, B.O. (175
to exit 181). Sky Tech valuea a diverse
workforce and la In principle ea well is
practice, sn Equal Opportunity Employer.

1 Sublessor Needed
Spring semester, dose lo campus,
dean affordable and tun!
New Frazee Apis, can Kelly @ 352-8731

TRIPLE A STUDENT PAINTERS ARE NOW
HIRING ENTREPRENUERS FOR THE 1998
SUMMER EARN 8000-10000 NEXT SUMMER (3000 00 IS GUARANTEED) MUST BE
HARD WORKING AND MOTIVATED A
GREAT RESUME BUILDER. CURRENTLY
HIRING ON A FIRST COME FIRST QUALIFIED BASIS TERRITORIES OPEN ACROSS
THE STATE. CALL 1-800 869 9346

217 South College- 15 blocks Irom Hanna
Hall. 3 BR Home, tenants pay al uul. sec
dep.. S525/mo. Available immediately.
For more Information or lo algn a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854
Locally owned and managed.

Want organized, responsible swim coach for
Ftfidlay HS $2500 * travel lor four month. ContaclChns at 422-5590 immediately.
WEAR JEANS TO WORK
EARN $50 A DAY
SAVE THE EARTH
Looking lor people with a strong desire to
protect the environment.
"Hours 4-10 pm Mon-Fn.
'Minimum 3 days/Week
'Flexible with school schedule.
'Call 419 866-4463 lo schedule interview

Need a little extra cash? We are looking tor
someone to watch our daughter every Mon.
night from 4-9pm and on occasional Wed
nights trom 7-8.30pm. So if you love kids and
think you can handle our playful three year old,
call us at 353-8252 and ask for Kim or Geoff or
email us: Geofl-gros@bgntt. Kimgrossk»@bgnet.
One of America's fastest growing Internet Serv»ce Providers requires sales onented people
to establish a local market presence: Earn
extra cash full-time, or on your spare time! Immediate openings available. Tiered, monthly,
recurring commissions on sales. For more information: call Toll Free 1-888-452-7763 ext.
7777
or.
visit
www.glassciry.neiagents wanted

$800
BONUS
United Parcel Service

RETAIL- Local Goodwill store holding open inlerviews al Bowling Green Chamber ol Commerce, 183 N. Main StrMI. Bowling Green. OH
43402: Irom 9:00sm-i200pm and
i 00400pm. lor luil-rjme and part-time retail
positions, including management Competitive
wages, through training and benefits available.
No appointments necessary.
^^

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc T
Rate of pay is $5.15 pt hour. Apply in person
between the hours or 9:00am and 5:00pm
;Mon -Fri) at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 dough St. BG OH 43402.
Part-time wait persons and cooks Needed
Tues-Fri. days Apply to BG Country Green at
3523100
Positions Available
Evaluation/Adjustment Spec la list -BS/8A.
2 years exp. in Voc. Rehab. Administration,
scoring, analysis of testing, report wnting.
Treatment plan development/behavioral observation to prepare individuals for employment.
Job Developer-challenging PT/FT positions
to develop job opportunities tor individuals with
employment barriers. Must possess H.S. Diploma, excellent communication skills A 2
years success in sales/marketing/public relations. Knowledge of area labor market trends
A area industries, a plus.
Send resume lo: Work Connections. ATTN:
Rehab Director. 525 Wall St.. Tiffin OH 44863
EO€.
PRECISION TUNE-UP SPECIALIST
Wei est. heating contractor seeking an aggressive, enry-level service tech mo an. Must
possess good mechanical ability while demonstrating exceptional communoation and people skills. Good driving record a must If you
desire a challenging career opportunity we are
looking for you. Please send resume to:
Kelermeier Plumbing A Heating
liOFindlaySt.
PO Box 126
Haskms. OH 43525

FOR SALE

What are you
waiting for?
Join The News!

my (sweetest.
*

CaU:

Today

11.7127

ana

or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

Everyday

AAAA.I Early Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise1 6 Days $279> Indudes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
from Florida! springbreaktravel com
1-800 -678<386
AAAA.1 Early Specials' Panama City! Room
with kitchen 11291 Indudes 7 Free Parties!
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

Needed 1-2 roommates for remainder of academic year. 7i0Hamston. Apt. D. New kitchen,
furnished, rent is extremely negotiable. ContactJr at 354-7376.

The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

AAAA.I Spnng Break Travel was 1 ol 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by the Counci ol Better Business Bureaus for outstanding
ethics in the marketplace! spnngbreaktravel.com 1 800-678 6386
BEAUTIFUL Bridal Gown, never used, perfect
condition. II you're looking, won't hurt lo caH I
Unbelievable pnee, can negotiate Musi sen'
(4l9|872-9522Exl 104

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your]
Campus Recycling Program
1 Noss and Cooperrtder. 1994 Sfltfnfl!
Nature's Legacy

Hondas $100-$500
Police Impounds
Hondas. Chevys. Jeeps, A Sport
Utilities MUST SELLI
1-80O522-2730I.4S5S

Ncwtovc Realty Rentals
Ibanez 7 string electric guitar. Mint condition
$1200 or best offer with case. Call Chad @
3730242
Nutritions! Supplements
Brand names, best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
(419)866-9164

CINEMA 5 In

'Practical Magic (PG-13)
(12:1S 2:50) 5:20 7:45 10:10

d

.

Antz(PO)
(12:30 2:30)4:30 7:10 9:20
A Night At the Roxbury (PG-13)
(12:40 3:00)5:10 7:30 9:40
LlrbanLagandrn)
(12:20) 5:00 10:00
Rush Hour (PG-13)
(2:40) 7:40
What Dreams May Come (PG-13)
(12:50)4:00 7:20 8:50
^
ui October t6lh & i ?lh
t r.((.»y the 13th The I mil ( h.,.)tei
Only .it Miflmgh. Only $2 00

* I Ixlrm w/doublc LR
& front porch
*(D2LxJrmriou5C
* Eff located over
downtown stores

Primestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49.00X96.00 one ime payment
$25 99 programming Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Otter?
CaH Now! t-800 580 2765

L.

Kevin

FML. subleaser needed ASAP. Own bdrm in
BG. 170rm 688-0070. Ask lor Karen or leave
mess.

AAAA.i Early Specialsl Cancun I Jamaica' 7
nights Air A hotel From $3991 Includes Free
food. Drinks. Parties! springbreaktravel.com
1-600-678-6366.

[ 1234 N. Maip St. 354-0558^

I Love You,

Female subleaser needed. Apartment near
campus Please call 353-9381.

DID YOU KNOW?

13" TV/VCR
Brand new $280
Call 372-4074 lor details

;l

You are

2 bdrm. furnished apts
352-7454

SUBLEASER NEEDED Spring Semester, lemale Apartment near campus Please call
352-3385.

'92 Olds 68 Royale
$5,700
Call 352 5820

Alycia Baby,

MI

2 BDRM turn apt. dose to campus
Includes utilities, grad students
welcome 353-5074.

Subleaser or leasers ASAP lor Ig. l bdrm apt
Lots ol closet space $340'mo plus elec Call
352 1516

Cinemark Theatres

mr

FOR RENT

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COriPtXrE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE,
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR
NEW WEBSITE:
hllpy/wvAvjxvvlovcnuiliLcoin
332 South riain Street
(our only office)
•fCS
352-5620

NEWIWE
Rentals

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair

Gymnastics classes are being offered to
advanced beginning, intermediate and competitive
levels 4-8 gymnasts, ages 5-18. Classes will be held
on Tuesday-Thursday from 6:30 to 8pm in
the Eppler Complex.
Next session runs from October 20-December 3
with Thanksgiving week off.

Prices are as follows:
1 night / week $55 per session
2 night / week $75 per session
Please call Dan Connelly at 372-0551 or J J.
Tolhurst at 372-0552 to enroll or for
more information.

IH-)I I
would like i<> congratulate our new initiates:
Jeremy Russell
Rob Schlachter

Jeff Sousa
Bob Stridden

\iul new pledges:
Andrew B-3 ^miller
.ar
■ Zach fcbeny
Adam HOOKS
Dave Krone
Alex L'lley
Kyle Mitchm

HI

Nick Peftry
Joe Plavcan
Jon Tarnai
Ryan Trumper
Matt Vallance
Ron Wetzel
Brian Wicai
Jeremy Bermen

»

10°o Discount

LED

±3 IJ3£ fc I

Unforgettable!
NigWv 7:00 9-30
Sat SunWed Mat 2*0 4 JO

Iti ftdajr nicks
Midnite Movie 1st Fri

of even month_Nu\. 6di
Every Satunti)
at Midnight

.-■

Sllllli Ml ID

•OH Change $19.99*
most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
Bowling Green. OH

B4B

353-252.
Free Towing it we
do the job!

K

BGSU

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS-354-2260

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1839 Seventh 1BR. Unfurn. $365 per mo.
• 853 Napoleon 2 BR. Furn. $380 per mo. and up
1722 Eighth 3 BR. Bath and half Duplex $520 per mo|
•Length lease negotiable"

402 E. Wooster St
&»</
*ei'©/•
352-BVTT
&
Across from Taco Bell

